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Gang Leader Slain On Trinity's Border
BYilMBARR
Managing Editor
A prominent member of
Hartford's Latin Kings gang was
assassinated at the corner of
Broad and Brownell streets, di-
rectly across the street from
Trinity's athletic fields.
Hartford Police say that
at 4:11 p.m. on Thursday, Sep-
tember 16, a member of the Los
Solidos gang shot Hector
Santiago in the head as he stood
on the street corner. Santiago
was rushed to Hartford Hospi-
tal, where he was pronounced
dead upon arrival.
At the time of the murder
there were several athletic
events going on in the area.
Men's Rugby was practicing,
and women's field hockey and
anintramuratfoofball team were
playinggames. Joe Jean'94was
at the Rugby Practice when the
shooting occurred. He said that
everyone heard the gunshot and
then it was silent. A minute or
so after the shooting a woman
started screaming, Jean said.
David Woodhouse, an
rugby team who is a trained
paramedic, attempted to aid the
victim. Upon hearing the shoot-
ing he went to the scene. "We all
heard a shot. Ken Thress ('94)
saw the victim go down," said
Woodhouse. "I hopped over
the fence... I thought I might be
able to help him, but there was
nothing to do...." he said.
According to Campus
Safety, this is the second gang
related incident to occur at that
same address on Broad Street.
A Campus Safety advisory was
posted stating that the athletic
fields bordering Broad Street
wereclosed until turthernotiiv.
The notice also urged people to
"Avoid travel on Brood Street
between Vernon and New Bsit-
ain Avenue. Vehicular as well
as pedestrian traffic... is strongly
discouraged."
This event was the latest
in the ongoing gang tends in
Trinity's surrounding neighbor-
hood. In recent weeks, Con-
necticut State Police haw tvevt
called in to assist the H.uitord
Police in calming tht1 streets I he





program is part of an on going
plan by theCnmpus Safety de-
partment to improve protec-
tion for the Trinity student
body. Allegations have been
made recently thai the Guard-
ian Bantams are not well orga-
nized and that the operation is
experiencing problems.
It is important to remem-
Xn spite of two messages
which were left in student's
voice mail Coxes by the G uard-
ian Bants, the Trinity student
body continues la have some
misconceptions about the tech-
nical aspects of the organiza-
tion.
Carl Marshall '94, a se-
nior supervisor, and founder
of the organisation, is confi-
dent that once the Guardian
Bantams are placed in a more
permanent work space any
In spite of some minor problems the Guard-
ian Bantams have quickly become a vital part
of the Campus Safety program.
her that the organization is in
its infancy. Formed last se-
mester in response to random
incidences of violence against
Trinity students, the Guard-
ian Bantams continue to expe-
rience some minor problems.
The organization does not
have a permanent office in
Mather, for example. The Ban-
tams are currently sharing an
office with the Student Life
Resource Center.
problems will be resolved.
Marshall stated that, "There
are some quirks, some prob-
lems, since this is only our sec-
ond semester in opera lion, last
semester there was a push to
get it off the ground."
In spite of some minor
problems the Guardian Ban-
tams have quickly become a
vital part of the Campus Safely
program. Marshall demands
please turn to page 3
Two of the commanding
officers of Operation Liberty
came to Trinity on Friday after-
noon for an information session
followed by a question and an-
swer period with members of
the Trinity Community. Ser-
geant Lyons and Lieutenant
Flaherty of the Hartford Police
Department spoke as well as
Director of CampusSafety Brian
Kelly and Dean of Students
David Winer.
Approximately 300 stu-
dents, faculty, staff, and admin-
istrators attended. People were
concerned with their safety in
traveling both on and off cam-
pus. Lt. Flaherty noted these
recent events have been "target
offenses; planned acts between
gangs." He also noted that al-
though the neighborhood has
seen much gang violence, that
"We haven't had any gang ac-
tivity on the Trinity Campus."
Please turn to pti(>£' 2
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Race And Trinity: Voices From The Faculty
BYADAMCAHILL
News Writer
In recent years Trinity
College has made a concerted
effort to diversify its campus.
While this initiative was imme-
diately rewarded with an in-
crease in the number of minor-
ity students on campus, forging
positive relations between white
and minority students has
proven to be a more difficult
task. It seems that the once per-
vasive atmosphere of tension
has begun to dissipate, and ac-
cepted patterns of behavior in
the academic and social realms
have becomerectified. Recently,
several members of the faculty
and administration voiced their
opinions regarding race rela-
tions at Trinity.
Tin? racial make-up of the
Trinity student body only be-
gan to change dramatically in
1990. Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid David Borus said,
"the college began some fairly
major measures to increase
Trinity's visibility among stu-
dents of color and their families
so they would know we were
interested in having them in our
community, and that Trinity
would be a hospitable place."
"The classof students who
arrived at Trinity in 1990 in-
cluded 39 minority students,
while each incoming class since
then has included an average of
65-75 minority students," Mr.
Borus said.
The general consensus
among the members of the fac-
ulty and administration inter-
viewed for this article was that
race relations were more posi-
here."
"I see us living through a
time that is relatively calm and
harmonious—better than times
past," said Associate Professor
of History Jack Chatfield. Pro-
fessor Chatf ield said that he has
seen no evidence of antagonism
between white and minority stu-
dents in his classes, and sensed
from his observa tions of the ca m-
The General Consensus among the members
of the faculty was that race relations were
more positive now than at any other point...
tive now than at any point since
the college began to diversify. "I
think we do pretty well here,"
President Gerety said, although
he added that in matters of race
"there are always rough edges.
In general, I see.a fair amount of
working together."
Gail Woldu, Assistant
Dean of the Faculty and Special
Assistant to the President, said
"I thinkstudents try really hard
to like each other. What I hear
from black and white students
is * we really want to get to know
each other'." Dean Woldu added
that she has "seen a tremendous
change in the 7 years I've been
pus that there were not
"closed, separate realms"
along racial lines.
Associate Dean of Stu-
dents Kirk Peters agreed that
race relations have improved
at Trinity, but cautioned that
"we have to admit that we have
problems, and are still strug-
gling with the issue." Dean
Peters saw the fear to discuss
race as a major impediment to
making further gains. "We're
so afraid of our differences we
don't talk about it, we don't
open up," he said.
Dean Woldu, who
. .please turn to page 4
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Bloodshed Neais Trinity; Student Safety A Concern
continued from page I
Flaherty said that his operation has
been "working 20 hours a day in the Frog
Hollow neighborhood [Trinity's] to sup-
press street crime and gang violence."
He said that the police have been stop-
ping between 100 and 150 cars a day at
checkpoints in the neighborhood. He
noted that they have towed away 75 cars
so far.
Sergeant Lyons bluntly said "Ar-
eas like Brownell Ave... don't go there.
Stay away from there." He said the same
for Lincoln, Madison and School Streets.
The Sigma Nu fraternity's house is on
Brownell Avenue, about half a block from
where the shooting-took place.
Tlie St. Elmofraternityhasahouse
on Broad Street where eight students
currently live. Milo Cogan '94, president
of St. Elmo commented on his house's
close proximity to the shooting. "Every-
one is trying to be more cautious., and
take the shuttle," said Cogan. "We're
taking extreme caution," he added.
Dean Winer said that there would
be no parties or functions at either Sigma
Nu or St. Elmo in the immediate future.
He said that residents of these two houses
have been strongly urged on multiple
occasions to live on campus and that the
college would find them dorm rooms.
Sgt. Lyons said that law enforce-
ment is committed in the long term, but
that "I don't see [the gang violence] go-
ing away real quickpy]." (sic)
Mr. Kelly said that he strongly en-
courages students to use the on and off
campus shuttles. One student com-
plained about the new shuttle system,
where the shuttle makes stops rather
thanbeing an on-call service, m response,
Kelly said that "People are getting 'used'
to the new shuttle. I didn't say that they
Director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelly, at Friday's open forum in the Washington Room KEU.Y COLUS
liked it." He conceded that the timing of
las t spring's change in the shuttle system
was probably "the worst decision I've
made," while at Trinity College. Kelly
said that he will consider changing the
shuttle system so that it will become
more "user friendly."
The speakers urged that safety in
our neighborhood is a "common sense
issue." They also stressed that the vio-
lence in the area isn't random and isn't
directed at students. , „ ,-,,, ^
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Colors; Yellow & black.
Racial Makeup: Almost totally Hispanic.
ic weapon.
Map of location where Hector Santiago, a member of the Latin Kings,
was shot to death by members of the Los Solidos gang.
JIM BAUD
LOB Solidos:
The Hartford Police believe that Los Solidos gang was responsible for the
shooting this week. Most of the gang violence in the last moth has been between
the Latin Kings and Los Solidos, Hartford Police said that the youngest member
of this gang to be arrested was an 8 year old boy.
Membership 1,500*
Colors: Red & blue.
- Racial Makeup: White, black, and some Hispanic.
iO Lovct
The 20 Love gang is the largest in Hartford, but also the most disorganized.
• • Membership: Ŝ OO*
Colors: Green. & black.,
Racial Makeup: Mostly black.
Other Facts; ' .
• All three gangs are composed of mostly drug dealers,
• These gangs are growing in number, and have both male and female factions.
• Both the Latin Kings and Los Solidos are gangs that exist outside of Hartford;
20, Love is considered lo be a Hartford only gang, :
• Apparently these gangs are now reaching out into the suburbs of Hartford,
recruiting school age members. ' . •,
• The most common weapons used are sawed-off shotguns, Tec-% 45 caliber
pistols, and. knives,
• Tn the last week about twenty guns havebeen seized from gang members in "
the area. ' . ' . . .
* *Nuinerical estimates are for the cities of Hartford and East Hartford only.
Infarmutim courtesy of Hartford Police. Compiled by Jim Ban
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Guardian Bantams Resume Patrol
continued from page 1
that the guardians handle them-
selves professionally and in-
tends to have the guardians
trained by Master Kim in Thai
Kwan Do.
Many of the accusations
of disorganization against the
Guardian Bantams arise because
the student body is misinformed
about the Bantams' phone ex-
tension and hours,
Students often call Cam-
pus Safety's number and are told
that no one is available in the
Guardian Bantam's office and
are then disconnected. Unaware
that they have dialed an incor-
rect phone extension, the stu-
dents often walk back to their
dormitories alone.
Brian Kelly, head of Cam-
pus Safety admits that this
should never happen. He ex-
plained that the correct proce-
dure entails having students
phone calls transferred to the
correct extension by the Safety
Office.
Still, Kelly stressed that
students need to make them-
selves acquainted with the cor-
rect extensionnumber and hours
for the Guardian Bantams.
Marshall affirmed Kelly's
sentiment, stating that students
need to be aware of the correct
information so that they do not
have to walk alone.
The Guardian Bantams
extension number is 2160. The
GuardianBantams are available
from 8:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m. Sun-
day through Ihursday, and
fronTSiOO p.m. to 4;00'a"irt oft
Friday and Saturday nights..
The new organization is
trying to iron out any internal
kinks, and is attempting to en-
sure the safety of the student
body.







held a meeting open to allmem-
bers of the Trinity Community
to discuss Student Activities
Fund allocation and the pri-
vacy of such information.
All were welcome to at-
tend, but the meeting was pri-
marily attended by those in-
volved in SGA and The Tripod,
The issue was recently brought
up in the article "SGA Refuses
To Release Budget Informa-
tion" (9/14),
Tempers ranhorperiodi-
cally, but some common
ground wasagreed upon. Both
the representatives from SGA
and Jfte Tripod believe that
students have some right to
know the allocation of the Stu-
dent Activities Fund money.
The most controversial
point was that Student Gov-
ernment AssociationPresident
Marlon Quintanill a s tated tha t
the information, cannot be re-
leased until theSG Aas a whole
has voted on the matter. Sev-
eral members of Vie Tripod
were questioned the validity
of this because the SGA's vote
would be to overturn an un-
written policy.
SGA Vice-President of
Finance Chris Foiey, said that
he will draw up legislation to
submit to the Student Gos'ern-
ment Association Budget
Committee. TheBudgetCom-
mittee will vote on the matter
and make a recommendation
to the SGA as a whole.
The Student Govern-
ment Association has laid out
a tentative time table of 2-3
weeks for debate and voting
on the measure.
If the motion passes, the
information will be released.




tions were held Wednesday,
September 15th, with a strong
turnout from all classes. There
were numerous tight races in
both the senior and the sopho-
'ifcbKfcIassfti' ' " *"l8i "
Senior class representa-
tives are: President— Angela
Latina; Vice President— Ken-
neth Thress; and Secretary—
Molly Thiele.
Elected junior officers are:
President— Joshua Lahey; Vice
President— Scott Andino; and
Secretary— Renee Zimmerli.
Representatives for the
sophomore class are: Presi-
dent—Elizabeth McFarlan; Vice
President— Nicole Taleosian;
and Secretary— bnka Deiany.
Although official num-
bers are not yet known, an ap-
proximate third of each class
turned out to vote. Assistant
Director of Alumni Relations,
Karen Isgur '92, who supervised
the election, said she was "re-
ally pleased with the turnout."
Although the candidates
for the Junior offices ran unop-
posed, Isgur was "really im-
pressed with the junior class
who turned out in those num-
bers." Senior class offices were
highly contested, as was the
posltlonfarpresMantofihediiss
of'96. MatthewGlazier,Michael
Schnitman, and Hilary Spivack
ran against victor Elizabeth
McFarlan, who was last year's
secretary for the Class of '96.
Senior class president
Angela Latina is looking; for-
ward to her second year as presi-
dent of the Class of 1994. She
said, "our primary goal is to fos-
ter class unity."
As for the freshmen, a
class committee of approxi-
mately f orly interested students
is being formed. Trie group will
discuss when freshmen elections
will be held. They may opt to
wait until the spring semester,
or may find it necessary to hold
elections as early as late October
or early November.
Not even your local,
diet center offers reductions
like this.
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Race And Trinity; Faculty
Talk About Race Relations
continued from page 1
teaches the Freshman Seminar "Music as
Protest," also thinks that candid discus-
sion of race is a rarity at Trinity. Dean
Woldu, who describes her freshman stu-
dents as "lively and talkative," said that
when the discussion in her class turned
to race "a hush fell over the room."
If white and minority students
seem wary of discussing an issue as sen-
sitive as race, it may well be because they
do not know each other well enough to
do so. Though Dean Borus noted that
"the size of the minority community has
basically doubled since 1990," and Presi-
dent Gerety spoke of the amount of inte-
gration he sees in our sports teams and
student organizations such as S.G.A.,
reality suggests that white and minority
students rarely socialize together out-
side of Trinity's formal institutions.
"I don't think it's a shame that
draw as many people as possible to an
event they are sponsoring, fraternities
use " the standard of the majority to gather
a crowd."
Dean Woldu said that one of the
reasons white and minority students do
not socialize together is that they have
different views of what is fun. "To black
students who didn't go to prep school,
partying means dancing," she said, while
"to white students it's drinking and talk-
ing." Dean Woldu said that when she
talks to students about where they so-
cialize, the prevalent attitude is, "'We
don't go to their parties and they don't
come to ours.'"
Although President Gerety admit-
ted that the pattern of separate socializ-
ing is "disappointing to those of us who
want integration," he said that, "we're a
place of discussion, not coercion. You
can't force those questions at a college."
If white and minority students seem wary of discussing
an issue as sensitive as race, it may well be because they
do not know each other well enough to do so.
people aren't socializing," Dean Peters
said. "You have to have an understand-
ing first. Before you can socialize you
have to feel comfortable. So many things
have to improve before people can be-
come buddy-buddy," he said.
Dean Peters spoke of the role that
fraternities play in dictating social life at
Trinity and how this may influence the
amount of sodalizingthatoccurs between
white and minority students. "Fraterni-
ties aren't bastions of racism," he said,
"bvit they're creating an uncomfortable
environmenl /or minority studenls."
Dean Peters said that in their attempt to
President Gerety said that the "ideal is to
integrate, but not so forcefully as to take
away freedom. Ultimately, we have to
find ways to work together, but remain
free to be ourselves."
Reflecting on the fact that Trinity
has been successful in making the cam-
pus more diverse, but that this diversity
has not often leapt from the academic to
the personal world of its students, Presi-
dent Gerety said that "college is an odd
mix. of the ideal and the real: in classes
and. formal activities we ftvrow ts'tuQentsi
aJI together, but [on your own time] (he
reality creeps back in."
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C O I L E O E
Tlie stories which you are about to read are taken directly from the files of Trinity
College's Department of Campus Safety. The names of those involved have been
eliminated in order to protect the innocent and the guilty. Please note that all suspects
are innocent until proven guilt]/ in a court of law. This feature of the News section is
designed to better inform the College community of the day to day work of Campus Safety
omcers.
View Drive-Through
At approximately 10:30 pm a drive-by-shooting took place in the vicinity
of the "College View Inn" (The View). Dan Monks '94 was working the door at
The View that evening and was gracious enough to inform the Security Blotter.
Apparently, a late 1980's gray Mustang was driving down the street playing loud
music.
A person in the car started shouting and then stuck his hand out of the car
and fired a round. Monks said that he saw a flash and heard the gunshot, but was
unsure who was the intended recipient of the bullet.
Nobody was hit and the car drove away. The Hartford Police department
is investigating the incident. Apparently the twenty or so students that were
inside The View at the time were ambivalent to the shooting and partying
continued.
In light of the incident, The Security Blotter would like to say that it's
probably not that smart to wait in line outside The View. You know, The View's
OK and all, but it certainly isn't worth getting shot over. Plus, how would you
explain that one to Mommy and Daddy? "Uh, I was going to the barber shop, it's
open 24 hours you know,"
NOTE:.- Campus Safety has been unable to confirm this report, as was
Marty, the owner of The View..
Phone Update
Yes, more about that zany, hi-tech telephony. As you read this, people are
furiously working cm installing the rest of the new Campus Safety phones. As
promised, The Security Blotter tried to order a Campus Pizza from the device on
Saturday evening. The Blotter had some cold Chinese leftovers in its fridge, so a
pizza was not ordered, but Campus was contacted and the ominous words
"Campus Pizza" were muttered over the device on the outside of Jarvis.
Holy Hubcaps
Holy Hubcaps Batman! Someone's stolen the crown jewels from Muffy's
Volvo! Well, actually someone stole 4 hubcaps from a Volvo parked on Summit
Street sometime on the evening of September 13.
Dual Driveway
Campus Safety is considering working on the driveway fromMCEC to Life
Sciences to make it a more substantial roadway. The work would be done
because this is the only way out of the campus' inner roadways after dark because
of the new gate on the Ferris driveway.
Electrified Elmo
The gate to Broad Street by the tennis courts has a huge padlock on it at the
moment. But, it's not locked, it just looks that way. Campus Safety once again
says that a card reader and Campus Safety phone will be installed at this location.
Don't Walk!!
You gotta hand it to those guys with the Don't Walk sign in their window
on the Long Walk. After urging nighttime travelers not to walk for a week or so,
the sign seems to have now gained both Don't Walk and Walk functionality.
Cool.
Truth Televised
With all of the press coverage of gangs in the neighborhood, some brain-
child of a TV reporter took it upon himself/herself to get footage of students
going into their locked dorms on the Trinity campus. Well that's nice and all, but
according to a Security Blotter source, there was a close-up of someone punching
in the combo to Jarvis.
The Security Blotter understands that the combo to this dorm has been
changed as a result.
CAMPUS
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Incumbent Saxon-Peny
Wins Big In Primary
BY PATRICK GINGRAS n . u „ . ,. XT , TT ,
 ;
___—_ Deputy Mayor Henrietta November. He made
Metro-Hartford Editor Milward and Council Ma- clear that 65 percent of
I n c u m b e n t jority Leader Yolanda those who voted are dis-
Mayor of Hartford Car- Castillo, in which Milward satisfied with the job
rie Saxon-Perry won the launched an investigation done by incumbent
Democratic Primary last into Castillo's petition-re- Saxon-Perry.
Tuesday by a wide mar- lated ethics, neither can- Other candi-
gin over her opponents, didate fared well in the dates for the office of
Fire-fighter Michael Pe- Primary. Mayor of Hartford are
ters came the closest to Peters, citing that Kenneth Mink and the
beating Mayor Saxon- while Saxon-Perry won Rev. Nora Wyatt.
Perry, but still fell about she only received 35 per- Milwardhasdecidednot
700 votes short of a vie- cent of the vote, an- to continue her cam-
tory. nounced that he would paign, and at press Hme
After the "war" run as an independent it was unlikely that





























With an economy in
. need of a quick fix, Governor of
Connecticut Lowell Weicker,
Mayor of Hartford Carrie Saxon-
indicated that while the facility
would be used year-round, the
vast majority of the bookings
would be for the outdoor con-
cert season that runs from late
Spring until early Fall. Thebook-
ings would include traditional
ffave unveilec
concert area to be known as the
Connecticut Centre for the Per-
forming Arts. The area, a large
complex, would be constructed
in the North Meadows section
of Hartford at the cost of $20
million. The cost would be ab-
sorbed by the State of Connecti-
cut, which, in turn, would be
reimbursed through taxes on the
•facility and ticket sales for per-
formances. .
The new facility would
be modeled after the Great
Woods Center for the Arts in
Mansfield, Massachusetts, ex-
cept that the Connecticut com-
plex would be able to use 7,500
seats year-round in an enclosed
pavilion.
Jim Koplik, a Stam-
ford-based concert promoter,
Jimmy Buffeft, the H.O.R.D.E.
(Horizons of Rock Developing
Everywhere, which includes the
likes of Blues Traveler, the
Samples, and Widespread
Panic), Steve Miller, the Allman
Brothers, and the Lollapallooza
tour, among others.
Barring minor ob-
stacles such as traffic control,
elected officials say that the fa-
cility could be open as early as
next summer (1994). These offi-
cials also estimate that the Cen-
tre could possibly bring half a
million people to the state, which
they feel would have positive
economic repercussions.
Indeed, this is the ulti-
mate goal of those involved. In
the past year, the City of Hart-
ford and the State of Connecti-
cut have made great strides to-
wards bringing a semblance of
recreation and an influx of out-
of-state money. This concert
facility is only the latest foray in
revitalizing Hartford.
Steve Winn, the hotel-
and-cosmo entrepreneur who
iogamr
bling to Hartford, had his plans
nixed earlier this year. But his
effort to revitalize the Insurance
City was met with strong moral
as well as geographic objection,
since the proposed casino was
deemed too close to Foxwood's
Casino in Ledyard by critics.
Over the pastsummer,
the City of Hartford was suc-
cessful in luring a Continental
Basketball Association team to
Hartford. A grand plan to lure
the National Football League's
New England Patriots to Hart-
ford was mapped out and is
currently still an option. The
State also kicked in funds to in-
sure that the National Hockey
League's Hartford Whalers
would remain in Hartford for
many years to come.
Do You Know
PageMaker?
If so, The Tripod NEEDS YOU!
The Tripod meets on Tuesdays at
9:30 in the basement of Jackson.




Sleepless In Seattle PG
Rising Sun R
The Secret Garden G
Jurassic Park PG .




The Man Without a Face PG-13
Striking Distance R
True Romance R
The Real McCoy PG-13 •
Undercover Blues PG-13
7:00 and 9:30 pm
7:40 and 10:00 pm
7:25 pm
3:05 and 5:05 pm
7:05 and 9:35 pm
7:50 and 10:10 pm
9:50 pm
7:45 and 10:05 pm
7:20 and 9:20 pm
7:30 and 9:45 pm
7:15 and 9:15 pm
7:10 and 9:40 pm
7:35 and 9:55 pm
7:35 and 10:10 pm
Take 1-84 East to exit 58 (Silver Lane)
Call to find out about matinee discounts
568-8810
At The Movies
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Evening Of Dance Innovations A Success
BY JOANNA MARSDEN
Arts Editor
Last Friday and Saturday night in
the Goodwin Theater, Pedro Alejandro
and a company of dancers put on a show
that dealt with a multitude of issues in
abstract and innovative ways.
Alejandro and company discussed
issues of gender roles, sexual orienta-
tion, sexuality, disease, and spirituality
through the medium of dance.
The first piece of the evening, en-
titled "Get Down, Old and New," was an
engaging creation of choreography and
videography. The lights came up on
three nuns with their backs to us, wear-
ing costumes reminiscent of Sally Field
in "The Flying Nun"; winged hats and
all.
They looked up at a screen above
them, upon which appeared a man,
loosely dancing in and out of the cruci-
fixion position. The nuns responded to
the man with structured praying move-
like New Age music, filled with disso-
nances, innovative rhythms, haunting
melodies, and pizzacato bowings.
Alejandro and Nicole Sistare, dressed in
white tank tops and flowing jeans, per-
formed a duet that seemed like a series of
fights and resolutions.
There was a tension throughout
the piece due to the fast pace, serious
faces, and energized, abstract move-
ments. The dancers would often push
each other away and beat on their chests,
as if to say, "This is where I feel you."
The whirlwind of motions and
feelings slowed down towards the end
when Sistare and Alejandro lay side by
side. The previous themes of control and
anger seemed to resolve themselves as
Ms, Sistare slowly extended a long arm
upwards and then draped it across Mr.
Alejandro. It truly was a beautiful piece.
The third piece, performed for the
first time, was called "Life & Casualty in
Stevens-town." Anissa Santo, Cheronne
Wong, and Alejandro performed the
At the end of the piece, the pillows were lowered to the
ground and the cast lay down on them. There was a feeling
of peace to this scene, as if the dancers were each saying, "I
hive done all I can do, so now I will just go on."
merits, contrasting his fluidity in their
austerity.
The piece continued with women
in white dancing among the nuns in
combat boots. On the screen behind
them were black and white images of a
convent and various nuns' faces. There
was a lot to watch: the screen, the
women, and the'-nuns, but it was not too
much to handle for the audience mem-
bers. Rather, thfe images conveyed in the
videograpViy and choreography served
to twist and delight (heaud/ence's minds.
The second piece of the evening
was called "Double Bassed." Two men,
Deieck Meicer-Wilkins and Michael
Klinghoffer, stood in the stage's corner
each wilh a double bass. The music was
piece which dealt with the confinements
of an office. Santo and Wong played the
executives, dressed in men's suits with
yellow oxfords. Their movements, pre-
cise and rigid, included a lot of flexing to
demonstrate the power of the corporate
world.
After a few minutes of Santo and
Wong, Alejandro entered as a janitor with
a walkman and a water bottle. He took
oEf his yellow shirt, perhaps to represent
that the corporate world had no power
over him, and began dancing in just bil-
lowy white pants.
There was a glaring contrast be-
tween his dancing, smooth and free, and
the two women's, which was choppy
and confined. Almost anyone in the
audience would have preferred to be the
janitor, because the lack of passion in the
executive role was so obvious.
The fourth piece of the evening
was also a premier. "Lola's Lament"
used a full cast to tell the story of Lola, a
transvestite, and her AIDS-infected
friends. The stage set was bunches of
pillows hanging from the ceiling, resem-
bling clouds. Lola opened the piece by
singing the lines, "It's my party and I'll
cry if I want to, cry if I want to..."
The cast of men and women came
out and imitated dancing at a party. Some
wore dresses and some, wore suits, re-
gardless of gender. After a few minutes,
though, the audience heard coughs.
The gaiety of the scene was being
interrupted by violent images of sick-
ness. Lola begged the audience, repeat-
edly, that we needed "witnesses to re-
member!" Witnesses to remember all of
the people who die of AIDS.
The piece changes from violent to
peaceful when the dancers learned to
console each other over the death of
their friend,,played by Nicole Sistare.
The cast, dressed in black, lined up di-
agonally across the stage and wove in
and out of each other, pausing to em-
brace.
At the end ol the piece, the pillows
were lowered to the ground and the cast
lay down on them. There was a feeling of
peace to this scene, as if the dancers were
each saying, "I have done all I can do, so
now I will just go on." The audience was
left to feel touched and somewhat sad at
the destruction the virus leaves in its
wake.
Because the messages of the pieces
were not cut and dry, these observations
may not be what Alejandro intended.
Butwhat he did intend to do was to leave
the pieces open to iriterp*£tatiort;s6 there
is no right or wrong way to understand
his work.
The botLom line is that his innova-
tions are fresh, thought-provoking, and
exciting. Trinity is looking forward to
seeing more of his work in the future.




(1993) Written and directed by Leslie
Harris. Cast: Ariyan Johnson, Kevin
Thigpen, Ebony Jerido, Chequita Jack-
son. Fed up with the representation, of
African-American women on screen, di-
reclor/wriler Leslie Harris determined
to make a film where the main character
is not only a black .high school girl from
Brooklyn, but one with a mind and
dreams and attitude of her own, When
Chantel's (Ariyan Johnson) gotta have it,
she's talking about medical school - and
whatever is standing in her way, she's
going to do her best to get around it. An
exciting film debut both for Harris and
actress Johnson. "...Just Another Girl
rivals the best hiphop for riveting real-
ness." - GregTate, Village voice. 96 min.
ETHAN FROME*
Tues, Sept. 21 ,
9:25 p.m.
(1993) Director: John Madden. Screen-
play by Richard Nelson, based on the
novella by Edith Wharton. Cast: Liam
Neeson, Patricia Arquette, Joan Allen,
Tate Donovan. Edith Wharton's classic
New England story of the destructive
Save The Humans!
$40-$80/day
Looking for bright, articulate
students to join ConnPRIG's
Campaign for the Environment.
Full and part-time.
Call TODD: 233-7554
force of hidden passions is a hauntingly
gothic new production from American
Playhouse. Liam Neeson captures all of
the tragic conflicts of a man stuck in a
loveless marriage which is brought alive
by the visit of a free-spirited young cousin
(Patricia Arquette). Strikingly beautiful
photography of Vermont in winter helps
create an enchanted, timeless world. "A
beautifulblend of melodramaand erotica,
Liam Neeson returns with the role of his
career." - Bruce Williamson, Playboy.' 99
min.
DAVE
Wed. Sept. 22 - Sat. Sept. 25
7:30 p.m.
(1993)DirectedbyIvanReitman. Screen-
play by Gary Ross. Cast: Kevin Kline,
Sigourney Weaver, Frank Langella.
Kevin Kline is (alternately) the picture of
a patrician playboy and an all-American
regular guy in his dual roles as the U.S.
President and his look-alike fall guy,
Dave. When Dave and the Prez switch
places, this deft political comedy kicks in
-hitting Washington where it lives, with
press secretaries, handlers arid media.
commentators taking much of the heat.
Needless to say, Sigourney Weaver
makes a perfect First Lady, and the film
is filled with enjoyably silly appearances
by the likes of Charles Grodin, Ben
Kingsley and Oliver Stone, who is seen
excitedly spouting conspiracy theories
ont.v. 112 min.
LEOLO
Fri. Sept. 24 - Sat. Sept. 25
9:55 p.m.
Sun. Sept. 26,2:30 p.m.
(Canada/1992) Written and directed by
Jean-Claude Lauzon. Cinematography
byGuyDufaux. In French with English
titles. Cast: MaxineCollin,GinetteKeno,
Julien Guiomar. A young boy in work-
ing class Quebec whose family resembles
the Divine clan from Pink Flamingos (but
without their tacky charm), concocts an
imaginative fantasy life to preserve his
sanity. An outrageous coming of age
story by the director of Night Zoo that
successfully mixes wild comedy with the
real tragedy of a spectacularly unhappy
childhood. With an eclectic soundtrack
featuring the music of Tom Waits, tradi-
tional Tibetan chanting and the Rolling
Stones. 105 min.
THE STORY OF QIU JU
Sun. Sept. 2& - Tues. Sept. 28 '
7:30p.m.
(China, 1992) Directed by Zhang Yimou,
Screenplay by Liu Heng, based on the
novel by Chen Yuan Bin. Cast: Gong Li,
Lei Lao Sheng, Liu Pei Qi. Gong Li, the
actress who won international attention
in Zhang's previous films Raise the Red
Lantern and Ju Don, for the first, time
plays a modern Chinese woman in a very
personal battle for justice. Living in a
remote province, Qiu Ju makes an ardu-
ous journey to the big city for help when
her husband is attacked by one of the
leaders in their village. Along the way,
all of the fascinating contradictions of
China today are revealed through her
eyes: "TheStoryofQiuJu reaffirms Zhang
Yimou's stature as storyteller and soci-
ologist extraordinaire, and as a visual
artist of exceptiofialdelicacy and insight,"
- Janet Maslin, NY Times. 100 min.
Credits and plots by Christine McCarthy.






Hollywood types critimed her
forhavjjngear6thatsruckoiits%htJy.,
They also commented on her teeth
which were a little crooked. Audrey
herself though! she was too aldnny.
But when the world saw the
whole package, ihe world tell in Jove.
Somewhere betweenspriteand
sophisticate/Shestole our hearts with
her quirky ways and big brown eyas.
(Eat your heart out, Winners*.)
Sadly, we lostMs. Hepburn to
ovarian cancer last year* She wa»
only sixty-three. But thousartds of
people remember her for her infal-
lible poise, and .kindness, especially
the third world children to whom
Ms. Hepburn was a dedicated phi-
lanthropist Even, in old woikshirts
and ditty jeans, she brought those
children a beauty arid empathy that
few people possess,
.This fall at the Wadsworth
Antheneum, celebrate the spirit of
Audrey f-tepbuiti which isimmortal-
izedinher films. The series of double
features runs from September 23rd to
October 31st, The films will play at
the historic Aetna Theater at the
Antheneum, found on 600 Main Street
in downtown Hartford.
September 23rd, 25th, and 26th
will feature Roman Holiday and
mbrintt, Roman Holiday, with Gre-
gory Peck and Eddie Albert is about a
;s on an official visit to Rome.
man. The film was made in 1953 and
runs for 118 minutes.
Sal!rrn«,withHumphreyBogart
and William Holden, is about a
chauffeur's daughter who is wooed
by the two sons of a wealthy family.
The film was made in 1954 and runs
lot 113 minutes.
The filmsstart at7:30onThurs-
•days arid Saturdays, and at 2:00 on
Sundays. - Admission is five dollars
for rion-jherribers and four for mem-
bers. Eat at any. downtown resfcau-
Jan.t,incIudingth.eMuseumCafe,and
received ofie dollar discount off of
admission. •
Just as Rex Harrison sings in
My fair lady, we, too, became accus-
tomed to her face. More Updates on
the Audrey Hepburn film series to
come.
Really Annoying Songs
We Hear Too Often
IMeathllieHins
1. Two Princes, by Spin Doctors.
2. Slam (duh duhdap), by Onyx,
3. Any track fromMadonna's Immaculate
Collection.
4. That "Na na na na" song by Paul
Westerberg*. '
5.1 Will Always Love You, by Whitney
Houston.
6. I Have Nothing, by Whitney Hous-
ton.
7. Pretty Much Anything, by Whitney
Houston.




10. Alive (still), by Pearl Jam.
Listcompiledby ArtsEditor. If youhave
any complaints, please submit them in
writing to the Tripod office.
* Can be interchanged with YMCA by
- the Village People.
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Delectable Food and Daring
literattoie At Reader's Feast
BY JOANNA MARSDEN
Arts Editor
How many times do we
look for a place to eat on a Fri-
day night, or somewhere to buy
a gift for a new partner, or a
corner to sit in with nothing but
a cup of coffee and a notebook?
There's always Franklin
Avenue.
No, I don't mean
Friendly's, or Lee's Famous
Recipe—the only literature you
will find there is menus, and
that's debatable. I also don't
mean Waldenbooks, or Barnes
& Noble — you won't find
much in the way of "Gay Fic-
tion." Certainly not an entire
section dedicated to it.
In fact, if you were to
cruise Farmington, you might
miss it. It's not exactly ostenta-
tious.
But rucked away at num-
ber 529, is something called The
Reader's Feast. Half of the busi-
ness is a cafe which serves such
trendy foods like vegetarian
chili and walnut lentil burgers.
The other half is one of the more
liberal and interesting book-
stores around.
The cafe part was de-
scribed in last week's Tripod as
having an "intellectual atmo-
sphere." Well-put, I overheard
conversations about Kafka's
Metamorphosis and the effects
Of m o t i o n on the Bflfrit.
(The human spirit, not the
cockroach's.)
While dining over hu-
mus sandwiches and cold
sesame noodles (and an occa-
sional swig of fresh coffee), my
lunch date and I discussed life
at Trinity and the fact that our
waiter looked suspiciously like
JohnLovitz. I asked Mr. Lovitz
about the artwork on the wall,
which ranged from a Picasso-
esque painting of various
shapes and eyeballs to a colos-
sal portrait of half an androgy-
nous face. He replied tha t local
artists painted them, and that
the artwork changed every
month.
So we finished our
noodles, paid the check, and
left, right?
Wrong! We could not ig-
nore the bookstore attached di-
rectly to the cafe. I had been
eyeing a Women In Art calen-
dar throughout the meal. But
when my date and I walked in,
we found that there was much
more there than just
calendars. African, Afro-Ameri-
can, and Latina/o literature
sections; Poetry, Addiction and
Recovery, Psychology, Philoso-
phy, and Religion sections; Les-
bian Fiction, Lesbian Non-fic-
tion, Gay Fiction, and Gay Non-
Fiction sections; just to name a
few.
I flipped through a few
books, wishing I had more
money. I looked at one story
which chronicled the life of a
man dying of AIDS. The pic-
tures were horrifying and in-
spiring at the same time.
I perused another book
on meditations for women who
do too much, and thought that
it wouldbe a good purchase for
many women at Trinity. The
title Understanding Sexual Iden-
tity, a book by Janice E. Rench,
also caught my eye.
I was amazed at the
breadth of topics. Here was a
business that was not afraid to
deal with issues that are usu-
ally keptunder wraps, orif they
are out of wraps, it is often be-
cause people are just being
"* .c." Banning Mapplethorpe
It is important to patron-
ize independently owned book-
stores like this one,becauseThe
Reader's Feast's literature rep-
resents many groups that are
often discriminated against.
So check out the cafe1 and
bookstore. Fill up on an Indian
salad and buy a t-shirt that says
"Hate Is Not A Family Value."
Have a cup of coffee and then
re'ad about Arthur Ashe. Or
just go to hang out in an atmo-
sphere that is indeed intellec-
tual, but provocative and un-
afraid, too.
The bookstore and caf6
are open Monday through
Thursday, 10:00 a.m. to 9:00
p.m., Friday and Saturday 10:00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m.> and Sunday
10:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.*
Original Student Poetry
, Thursday.Afternoon, in the Mall
"Look at that,"
We lifted our heads from our espressos
creamy in the paper cups
that say Dry Roasted on the side, ,
trie two lilt by,
their steps easy and tegular,, .
like two sunflowers roddng back and forth in the wind*
He opens his mouth and sounds flow out
• ' as smoo&aa low notes from a saxophone.
She listens, . ' .
then sailing opens her mouth,
wine-stained and full-
and rests her melody on top of his,
like chocolate making love.
„ "Mmmm baby,"
is all I catch,




pense, danger! No, I'm not
talking about taking a walk
down Broad Street, but of
Trinity's best kept secret -
Cinestudio.
• Operating since 1973,
inestudio has enjoyed tre-
mendous growth and success
due to the dedication of James
Hanely and Peter McMorris.
These founding fathers of film
began Cinestudio as students
at Trinity and have steadfastly
served it since its inception.
Both have worked to
bring state of the art equip-
ment to Cineshidio. The the-
ater now boasts complete
Dolby sound and an array of
projectors that can handle clas-
sicfilmsaswellas today'snew-
est releases.
Keeping the theater ac-
cessible to students, by way of
low ticket prices (just three
bucks with I.D.), and con-
stantly changing the sched-
ule, has always been the phi-
losophy of Cinestudio's staff.
Composed primarily of
Trinity students, this energetic
band of volunteers see to the
daily operation and mainte-
nance of the theater. From
ticket takers to theater Sweep-
ers, the students help to insure
the continued success of Cines-
Cinestudio: Above And Beyond The Oidinaiy
3Y JOSHUA WEINSTEM
'J
The doors leading: to Cinestudio and beyond... naurtouis
fund the theaterwithany sort of
budget Cinestudio relies on the
income from ticket sales and
rare alumni contributions. Bal-
ancing the books while main-
taining an interesting program-
ming schedule is quite difficult.
However, this constant
pressure helps to produce a
teat amount of energy which is
jze the tremendous facility we
have at our fingertips, or as
Hanely puts it, "Just walk out
your door" and it's there.
So do yourself a favor.
The next time you're com-
plaining about going to another
lame fraternity party, or
stressed about an Orgo exam,
or too frightened to leave cam-
uJe with varied andinfefesr-
ing films. Because of this fine
programming, Cinestudio has
earned a place atthe top of the
list among Repertory theaters
in the Metro-Hertford area.
Because Trinity does no t
film festivals, foreign films, and
summer blockbusters alt find a
home in Cinesfudio.
Perhaps the best "way to
understand this unique atmo-
sphere is to experience it.
Hanely wants students to real-
ioreveryone)
go escape to the red carpet and
velvety seats in the balcony of
Cinestudio.
Note from the Arts Editor. See th






It's based on the fact
thai you get belter
results when you
learn in more Kays
than one. Your
primary study takes













The more ways you re
TAUGHT something,
the better you learn it.
It's the most complete
arsenal of test prep
tools in the world.
K A P L A N
F O R M O R E N P O R M A T 1 O N C A L L
Kaplan Educational Center
967D. Farmingtpn Ave.
" West Harftord.CT 0610?
236-6851
1 - O O O - K A P - T E S T
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PERFORMANCES
Austin Arts Center's Student
Theater Showcase presents
the special premiere of a
one-act drama, THE
ALCHEMIST, written by Cliff
Fuller, Class of 1994.
Directed by Yvette Johnson,
the play chronciles a young
boy's search for his own
gold, while still living in the
shadow of his parents. The
production features a student
cast and production team.
The play will be peformed in
Garmany hall Thursday
through Saturday, Septmeber
23-25 at 8:00 pm.





of Venice. Performances are
Friday, October 8 at 8:00 pm;
Saturday, October 9 at 8:00
pm; and Sunday, October 10 \
at 2:30 pm.
The Bushneil in Hartford will
be presenting a number of
plays, musicals, and films
this coming month. Among
the musicals being presented
in October is Falsettos, the
Tony-Award winning musical
by William Finn and James
Lapine. The winner of-1992
Tony awards for best score
arid best book will be at The
Bushneil for a one-week
engagement, October 5-10.,
Also, the BushnelPs William
H. Mortensen Travel Film
Series presents "Montana:
Land of the Shining
Mountains." Relive history
and expereince unsurpassd
beauty in this film which will
be shown on October 17th at







Jacqueline Fleming, who will
be presenting a lecture
entitled "Blacks in College:
Strategies for Success." Dr.
Fleming an adjunct professor
the Department of
Psychology at Barnard
College, will discuss the
effects of a non-integrated
campus on black students, in
an effort to project long-term
effects of varying college
environments. Dr. Fleming
will lecture in Goodwin
Theater at the Austin Arts
Center on Tuesday,
September 28, 7:00 pm.
Admission is free.
Greater Hartford HIV Action
Initiative is sponsoring a
meeting of utmost
importance on Tuesday,
September 28, 7:00 pm.
Come share your ideas on
how we can help women
understand the risks of HIV
and take action to protept
themse/ves. All interested
are meeting in the St. Francis
Hospital, 114 Woodland St.
Black / White Women's
Dialogue sessions will
commence on September 30.
The purpose of these six
consecutive discussion
sessions is to promote an
open line of communication
and understanding between
black and white females at
Trinity College. The group
will meet on the following
Thursday evenings: Sept. 30,
Oct. 7, Oct. 21, Oct. 28, Nov.






There will be a meeting
of all students inetrested in
Russian Studies in the fac-
ulty lounge of Hamlin Hall
on Thursday, September 23rd




Again this year the Connecti-
cut Poetry Circuit will be selecting
several undergraduate poets, to tour




contest to choose our nomi-
nee must submit NINE
COPIES OF FIVE PAGES
OF POETRY by OCTO-
BER 7, THURSDAY, 1P.M.
Submissions go to
Elizabeth Libbey in the
English Department.
The student's name
should not appear on the
poems, but should be
printed with his or her ad-
dress, phone number and,
year, on a separate sheet at-
tached to the poems.
Classifieds
GREEKS AND CLUBS




Plus $1,000 for yourself! .
and a FREE T-SHIRT •
just for calling
# 1-800-932-0528 ext. 75
SPRING BREAK'94
SELL TRIPS & CASH & GO FREE
Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus reps
CALL 800-648-4849
Mew Playing at. . . • .' -
Cinestuclio






THE STORY OF OJU JU (PG)






Move over, Marriot - Vernon
Street may be the new food court at
Trinity. Anyone who is an avid fan
of this column knows all about the
Hot Dog Vendor and his sundry
late-night snacks. Now, there seems
to be some friendly competition for
him.
Seen for the firs t time las t week
was&niobilerestaurant. Ayellowand
red van began patrolling the strip
after hours, and selling damn good
pizza. For as little as $1.50, one can
have a piping hot and crunchy slice
of cheese 'za - for a quarter more,
pepperoni. The van also sells cold
Coca-Cola™ brand beverages. The
only possible complaint that Around
Trinity can think of is that the van,
equipped with a generator to power
their oven, is pretty darn loud.
AttheCopa...
The hottest spot north of Ha-
vana this weekend seemed to be Psi-
U's annual beerfest, Tropical. Al-
though plagued by dreary, wet, and
cold weather, the masses were un-
daunted, packing into the house in
record numbers. It sure must have
been fun to be a Psi-U pledge this
weekend (they got the unenviable
task of cleaning up). And of course
there was the fishpond. TTie ole'
walerin' hole - the Goldfish Hatch-
ery and Eatery - was as black as
pitch. AroundTrinitywas afraid. Very
afraid.
Of special interest was the
Concessions Summitheld in front of
the Psi-U House, between the late
night snack superpowers - the Hot
Dog Man and the Pizza Van. Both
joined forces to fight hunger, and
were parked in front of the frat house
straight through 'till morning - for




Don't call it a comeback. For
the first time in over a year (due to
studying abroad), Red House played
at Trinity. Forget the Who, or the
Police, or Zeppelin - this was bigger.
The occasion was Erik Schwartz'
(Class of '94) birthday party; and
theplace was the Rittenberg Lounge
last Saturday night. Introduced by
special guest hosts Beavis and
Butthead, Red House began with a
makeshift version of "Ironman" be-
fore performing a scorching set of
rockandroll. The banddidn'tseerrt
the least bit rusty (Eric Wallen '94 on
vocals and guitar, Chris Sidpr '94 on
bass, Scott Russell '94 on drums,
James Kessler '94 on guitar, and
Jakob Shaw '95 on harmonica). Ev-
eryone in attendance was thor-
oughly entertained. Kudos to Red
House, and a happy 20-something
, birthday to Erikfrom Around Trinity
(okay, he's 23),
Boo...
...to the unfortunate people
responsible for the two fire alarms
in New Dorm on Saturday night, 20
minutes apart and from the same
room. We at Around Trinity know
Subject suffering from
Credit Card Theft Nervosa,
Subject after receiving Citibank
Classic Visa Photocard.
The Psychology behind
the Citibank Classic Visa card, and the
emotional security of the Photocard. The citibank classic visa*
instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general wellness not unlike those experienced
in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards. \ Some experts attribute these feelings
to the Citibank Photbcard, the only credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This
is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?"—a common response to the photo
on one's driver's license.) It's an immediate form of
ID, a boost to your self-image. \ Of course if your card is
ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it,
you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit
Card Theft Nervosa). f Other experts point to specific
services, such as The Lost Wallet" Service that can replace
your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Cus-
tomer Service line, your hotline, if you will, for any card-
related anxiety whatsoever, 'fl Further analysis reveals three
services that protect the purchases you make on the Citibank
Classic Visa card, at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security"'can cover them against accidental
' c famagef t fc 'o fWSft iS tWWymm-Wi 'Mi6Tpurchase ' (preventing, of cotirSe, Insecurity).
2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty" al lows one to extend the warranty for the expected service
life of eligible products up to 12 years.2 3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best
price..You need only see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank
will refund the difference up to $150' (hence no Post Purchase Depression), f Special student
savings are particularly therapeutic. There's the free Citibank Calling Service'"from MCIto save
up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T.3 ('You're encouraged to call Mom and Dad regu-
larly preventing Parenta Non-Supportus.) And a $20 Airfare Discount4 on any domestic flight.
(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a
possibility.) Not to mention the low variable interest rate of 15.4%5 and no annual fee for college
students, f Suffice it to say, you'll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit
history. So call 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don't
need a job or a cosigner) or to have your photo added
.to your Citibank Classic Visa card.,(j[ If we say that a
sense of Identity is the first component of the Citibank
Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and
a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound





Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.
' 'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Plea.se refer lo your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International
UK Limited. 'Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at
least tlie minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. 'Savings claim is
based on a 10-minute night/weekend call in the 1.911 to .1,000mileage band using MCTs Card Compatibility rates vs. AT&T's standard calling card rates, effective
4/93. Citibank Calling Service long distance usage cannot be applied to obtain benefits under any other MCI partner program or offer, including travel award programs.
"Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank.'studenl cardrncmbers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. 'The Annual Percentage
Rate for purchases is 15.4% as of 8/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rale for cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed, the
minimum, is 50 cents. There is an .additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal lo 2 * of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however,
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tension exists between the philosopher and
thestatesman. The philosopher develops theo-
retical concepts, while the statesman trans-
forms this theory into reality. The philosopher scorns
the statesman for misinterpreting and corrupting his
ideas, whereas the statesman scorns the philosopher
for failing to apply her ideas to the political world. A
healthy society needs both philosophers and states-
men.
Student empowerment came to fruition at Trinity
a little more than a year and a half ago by amateur
philosophers in the "Radical Ideas In Education" class-
room. The young philosophers then took their ideas to
the rest of our campus and held the first student em-
powerment rally. The moment the philosophers un-
leashed their thinking on the rest of the campus these
ideas became common intellectual property. They no
longer lived in the realm of philosophy, instead moving
into the world of realpolitik. There they were bent to
meet the ideologies of various candidates.
Student empowerment was seized by the frater-
nities to justify their existence. The term then domi-
nated the SGA election. Quanti Davis won his cam-
paign on the issue of student empowerment, but all
four candidates for SGA president incorporated the
idea into their agendas. After the elections, the SGA
staged protests and rallies around this philosophy, and
the next SGA election was once again dominated by talk
of student empowerment.
The original idea of student empowerment was
that students should have the freedom to collectively
and individually determine their lives as academic
citizens. The original proposal of the philosophes was
to establish student-run committees to oversee.grading
disputes, to establish all college referendums, to deter-
mine the budget of the college, and to give the student
;ovemment full control over issues essential to stu-
dents—such as the future of fraternities and the alcohol
policy.
The statesmen [hen seized the mood of the cam-
pus, developing dorm councils in the R.A. program,
and winning a non-voting student position on the
board of trustees. These two specific goals are coherent
with student empowerment, but they alone do not
equal student empowerment.
The statesmen needed to deviate from the phi-
losophers' original Utopian plans in order to turn their
ideas into action, but the price the philosophers have
paid for their idea's application could lead to its even-
tual destruction. Student empowerment now means
whatever statesmen would like it to mean. Instead of
existing as a philosophy grounded outside of political
ideology, student empowerment is now part of the
tradable currency that is inherently involved with
politics
Even though Student empowerment has not re-
mained true to all of its original intentions, there are
certain tenets to which it must always hold.
Student empowerment is not consistent with any
policy or decision that deprives the student's right to
information. Craig Woerz, in the SGA presidential
debate, two springs ago defined student empower-
ment as the right to access information. One of the
main tenants of his plan for student government was
that students had a right to sit in on faculty meetings.
The logic behind this proposal was that students have
a right to know what th£ir professor's are planning for
the college.
The right to information is a necessary precondi-
tion to the right to participation. A choice that is made
without necessary information is an act of arbitrary
will, relying on suspicion in place of evidence. Choices
made under these conditions are free only in so'far as
they are not coerced. But the absence of coercion does
not constitute the freedom inspired from reason that
the architects of democracy envisioned for liberal soci-
eties.
The opening sentence of the College Handbook's
mission statement reads, "A Trinity education is de-
signed to give students that kind of understanding of
human experience which will equip them for life in a
free society."
The students who developed the idea of student
empowerment in that classroom two years ago started
their dialogue by asking the question: How does being
excluded from the college's decision making process
equip students for life in a free society ? Those stud ents
developed theirargutnentsbyieturning to the original
intentions of T r in i ty ' s Jfln^iM^e*, and d e v i s i n g a wny (<>
make fhe college hold true to its idenls.
The statesmen have made progress in the year
and a half since student empowerment was born into
our college's public mind. To make that progress, the
phrase "student empowerment''has sometimes strayed
from its original meaning. However, students must
always attempt to remain true to the original ideals on
which the philosophy was founded.
E.J.L.
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It bothers me that I should even
have to write this letter, the subject to me
is something that should never be an
issue here at Trinity, and to be honest, I
never thought it would be.
However, on the evening of Satur-
day, September 11th a freshman was in-
nocently jumped by three apparently in-
toxicated upperclassman, The freshman
was injured, not critically, but still in-
jured. What gives these males the right
to physically impose their seniority on
an innocent bystander?
I have always felt that at a school
this size, class year was never an issue.
Certainly no stigma was attached to be-
ing a freshman. The fact that this inci-
dent ever happened angers me beyond
reason. I should hope that, if anything, I
can make people aware that something
like this shouldn't have happened.
I think that if the only way you can
feel good about yourself is to pick on
those below you, then maybe you don't
belong atTrinity. I'll sum this up the best
way I know how: at least the freshman






"O say can you see"
The gaping Role in our flag?
It's la l leredand torn, n ml WL- f«v>ril
will sag!
We have a new pool, and security
times two. Let's take pride in our




The Good, The Bad...
i ...And The Ugly f 1
Pizza Truck on Vernon St.
Walking escort service
Chicken Pitas at lunch
Too Much Joy
Tropical Mud






"Please note: Letters to The Trinity
Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the
Friday preceding publication the following
Tuesday. Letters should address the Editor,
and not a particular individual. No un-
signed or anonymous letters will be printed,
although names may be withheld if so re-
quested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod
will not publish any letter the Editors judged
to be an attack on an individual's character
or personality. All letters are the sole re-
sponsibility of the authors and do not neces-
sarily reflect the views or opinions of this
paper. Please limit all letters to five-hundred
words. 77K Trinity Tripod reserves the right
to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
Any letters composed on a Macin-
tosh may be submitted to The Trinity Tripod
through the DocEx server in the General
Resources zone of the Trinity College net-
work. Lettersmay also besubmitled on disk.
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Students Protest 8*G A, Budget Process
To The Editor,
Thank you for finally uncovering the bizarrebudget practices of our "representatives" in the
Student Government Association. It is truly ridiculous that students are asked to pay over $200 into
a student activities fund, but are not allowed to see how the money is spent
Why can't we find out what the SGA is doing with OUR money? Is it because it might
embarrass the SGA or various student leaders if we found out how they are spending our money?
Could it be that there is an inordinate amount of waste and fraud in SGA which they can not defend?
The secrecy that surrounds the budget process leaves the impression that SGA has something to
hide,
SGA President Marlon Quintanilla claims that SGA "tradition" bars him from releasing the
budget information. However, that tradition, which is only a few years old, is not backed up by my
written policy. Mr. Quintanilla claims that it woulcl take an SGAConstitulional Amendment for us
to see the budgets of our student organizations. If there is no written policy, what exactly would the
SGA be amending.
The response of the SGA to TheTripoii'$ request for budget disclosure is predictable. They are
stonewalling this matter by taking it before their countless boards, committees, steering committees
and other bureaucratic mechanisms which could take weeks or even months. The SGA seems to be
so caught up in it's own hierarchy that they have forgotten that they represent the eiitire student
body, not only "student leaders."
It seems to us that if our elected leaders don't trustus enough-to tell us how they are spending
our money, we should not pay our student activities fee.























































As a concerned stu-
dent, I am writing to express
my opinion in reference to the
handout entitled "Is this a
promise or a threat?"
As far as I know stu-
dents attending Trinity have
never formally petition for the
public disclosure of the budget
allotted for activities to be or-
ganized by the Student Gov-
ernment Association. ,
Awareness of the bud-
ge t might be important to some
of us. But how important? It is
obv iously essential for those di-
rectlyinvolvedinS.G.A.. How-
ever, might there be a reason
why the b udget's disclosure to
the Trinity Community has
been overlooked every year? I
believe so."
The measure of impor-
tance of the budget to the non-
active,buthighlyparticipatory
members of the Trinity Com-
munity, that enjoy the activities
organized by those directly in-
volved in S.G.A. is by far less.
Why then have you cho-
sen to impose upon the Trinity
Community your individual
curiosity of knowing the exact
dollar figure that was allotted
for our enjoyment and ask for
an itemized inventory of the
expenses of S.G.A., knowing
the S.G.A. does not control ex-
penditures of each individual
organization on campus?
Why then accuse specifi-
cally Marlon Quintanilla of
evading disclosure when the
impossibility of the disclosure
on the part of any member of
S.G.A. is obvious, not to men-
tion irrelevant?
Why then have you at-
tempted to damage the reputa-
tion of a person whom we as
informed voters know of his
integrity and uncompromising
involvement with the Trinity
Community?!?
This is an issue fabricated
for the sole purpose of instill-
ing in the minds of the Trinity
Community a sense of uneasi-
ness and dangerous suspicion.
A clear example of your un-
ethical journalistic ability and
your inclination toward con-
verting the Tripod into a tab-
loid is contributing to the on-
going destruction of the qual-






What was the deal with
last Thursday's dinner?
Granted, September Song is a
great idea/and students should
want to take part inif/butbeing
forced to eat outside (most
people who got there after six
didn't even get to eat, due to
lackofbuns,ketchup,'etc.),with
virtually no chairs or tables, is
unacceptable.
As a variation from the
regular Mather Dining Hall din-
ner, the so-called picnic, was a
good idea; but why were no
transfer options in effect that
night? Those of us Qn the meal
plan were left with far-like
burgers on wheat (and no other)
bread with mayo.
I'm sure next year's Sep-
tember Song will be as well-
planned and fun as it always is,
but let's hope Marriott stays in-
side from now on.
Congratulations And Good Luck
To The New Class Officers!
Senior Class:
Anglea Latina--President
Kenneth Thress ~-Vice President
Molly Thiele — Secretary
Junior Class:
Joshua Lahey—President
Scott Andino — Vice President
Renee Zimmerli — Secretary
Sophomore Class:
Elizabeth McFarlan -- President
Nicole Tateosian — Vice President
Erika Derany— Secretary
Paid for by the Trinity Alumni Office
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Boots And Birks Advice Column
BY BOOTS AND BIRKS
Features Writers
Dear Boots and Birks,
I'm a freshman and very
new to this whole business of
livingwithastranger. Although
my roommate is a greatperson,
friendly and very considerate,
she has one problem which I
just can't seem to ignore.
Her hygiene is horrific. I
barely ever see evidence that
she has showered and I don't
think that she owns deodorant.
Don't get me wrong, I'm all for
the "natural look" and every-
thing,butthe stench in our room
is getting out of control. Living
insuchclosequarters withsome-
one with B.O. and bad breath is
driving me crazy!
I don't know what to do!
It's getting so bad that people
don't even want to stop by my
room, my social life is dwin-
dling and I can't concentrate on
my studies. Forget about get-
ting work done in my room or
wanting to hook-up with that
cute boy Tosh down the hall!
Please help me!
all of these tactics fail, you must
confront her. From your de-
scription, your roommate seems
like a very understanding per-
son and she might even appre-
ciate your honesty. Finally if this
approach fails, there's always
the mini-lottery in the Spring, if







If your roommate is as
kind and considerate as you
claim, thenmaybe she wouldn't
minda few suggestions concern-
ing her cleanliness. If you feel
awkward approaching her di-
rectly, why don't you try a few
hintsfirsli Offerherbreathmints
or mint flavored gum.
Tell her your goi ng to buy
some shampoo or soap at Rite-
Aid and ask her if she needs
anything. Oryoucouldgiveher
a small bottle of perfume for her
birthday (hopefully il's soon). If
1
Dear Boots and Birks,
Over the summer I fell for
• the most amazing woman I've
ever met. She's bright and bold.
She's even Jewish. We met at a
Democratic debate in Washing-
ton, D.C., and within a week of
late dinners and early coffees, I
knew I could be with her until
Capital Hill was no longer.
Problem? You ask. She's
twenty-five. I'm twenty-one.
Aithoughlam aseniorand don't
mind a long distance relation-
ship, a year's time must pass
before we canbe together again,
and to be quite honest, I fear that
we won't make it. I also worry
thaf I will look back on my se-
nior year and remember suit-
case weekends and stifled rela-
tionships.
I really like this woman
and don't want to make any




• Dear Heartbroken in Hartford,
You are clearly caught
between two cliches: "absence
makes the heart grow fonder"
and "if you can't be with the one
you love, love the one you're
with." I know you are confused
and concerned. Relax. If you are
uptight and nervous, it will
A&J
Laundromat
50 cents off each wash
with this coupon.
Located Near Super Stop & Shop,
next to Unclaimed Freight






Last wash 1 hour before dosing
Phone:956-6486
Offer expires September 30
show in your phone calls, visits
and letters. Designate times for
her and other times for "senior
stuff." There is time for both, if
you allow it. Obviously, there is
no single resolution to your
problem. I remind you to keep
things in perspective. Be young.
Be foolish. Be happy. And most
importantly, follow your heart.




Dear Boots and Birks,
I am upset because I
. hooked up with a fraternity
brother, and I am afraid he might
have used me. I have called him
twice and first he was in the
shower and then he was at his
grandmother's. I really like him,
and I am confused as to why he
isn't calling me back. It's my
freshman year and I was really
hoping this guy would be my
boyfriend.
Sincerely,
It's Greek To Me
Dear Greek To Me,
It sounds like you've dis-
covered a rude awakening—
Trinity's Hook-Up Scene. Just
because you are with someone
does not designate him as your
boyfriend. Keep in mind what
your Upnits ars, and don't let
anyonepressureyou into going
beyond that. If this guy doesn't
see you for what you have to
offer, then he is not worth it.
Another word of advice, frater-
nity parties are about the LAST
















If your boat's been, rocking
lately, expectcalmin Lhestorm.
The papers will get done, that
pesly professor will give you a
break, and your rivaUngroom-
mate will come to her senses.
Your stars are in alignment;
expect tranquiliry in every thing
you do. Anticipate beginnings,
Libra(Sept.23-Oct.22)tff
you've been feeling elaustro-
phobiclately now is the time to
open the floodgates to new be-
ginnings. Don't let your typi-
cal Libran nature restrict you
fromachievingyoufgoals. Get
organized and reach high. Ask
that person out who you've
been eyeing in the Cave,
Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov.22):
Finally you're regaining con-
trol over your own life. You
know the combo, you're
slugged into the network, and
rou'reno t ge tting carded at the
/iew anymore. Don't let it go
to your head!!! You may be on
target, but let others shoot their
own arrows.
Sagittarius (Nov.23-
Dec.22); The wheel of fate has
landed on your sign. Romance,
good grades, and fiscal oppor-
tunities are headed your way.
iut if your not alert they might
pass you by, So buckle up and
get ready for the ri<
boted. Be careful not lo stomp
>n others ideas or aspirations,
'ick a new goal and make the
ight- moves. Self-reliance is
your friend thisvreek Thepath
may have been rocky lately, so
forge a new one and don't look
jack! • , t
Aquarius (Jan.23*
Feb.22): Have you been feeling
down in'the dumps lately? It's
lime for your true optimistic,
Aquarian nature to return.
Problems in school and love
relationshipsmayseemunend-
ing> however il's time for you
to stop feeling sorry for your-
self and take control. Remem-
ber, when Ufe hands you lem-
ons, make lemonade!
Pisces (Feb.23-Mar.22):
Your sensitivity must be
pushed aside this week If you
plan to accomplish anything,
Il's tune for you to stop analyz-
ing every encounter you have
with others, Get in tune with
your own thoughts, ideas and
emotions, Your contemplative
nature is admirable/ but don't




been, feeling confused, blow
back at Camp Trln-Trin, you
must face new obstacles and
clear the cobwebs from your
mind. Your natee is one that
responds well to intense chal-
lenges in,all areas of your life,
Go for if! •
Taurus (April23-May22):
Lately you have been trying to
fulfill everyone else's dreams,
hopes, and desires, Turn this
energy towards yourself. You
deserve It Don't accept mixed
signals from anyone, get to the
bottom of all matters, If you
don't face the truth, your typi-
cal enthusiastic spirit will dis-
appear and you will become
qtlite cynical. Once you ac-
knowledge your own desires,
you will be able to get back on
track and no one will be able to
stop you.
Gemini (May23-Jtme22):
Yours being a dual sun sign
means you have iwo very dis-
tinct personalities. It is now
time for you lo come to terms
with the emotional side-which
you tend lo ignore. This may
seem like a frightening pros-
pect, but once you accomplish
this feat you will realize' that
you are changing And growing
rfWthte'-better/:;, •-"-•" -
Cancer (Tune23-/ul.22):
Everyone perceives you <it> a
pillar of strength and you easily
accept this identity. However,
certain encounters this week
willremindyou thatinside you
are very fragile. Listen to your
heart and follow your intuition
they will lead you in the right
direction, Allow yourself to go
with the flow for once. Shed
your crab-like shell and open
yourself to new people and fresh
ideas.
Leo(Jul.23-A«g.22): Leo
being a fire sign has a certain
lust for life which is nearly im-
possible lo extinguish. I<ecen
mishaps- with friends and/or
associationsmaybecausingyou
mental turmoil, btil don't fea
reconciliation is in sight. Uti-
lize your lion-like charisma to
woo others to your side and
• yourpowerwillreturn.Remem
~ber, however, to use thi
strength, to create peace ani
harmony,
I ;, 1 coupon per customer: .
You Know??
FROM THE TRIPOD ARCHIVES:
. Five Years Ago This Week (September 27,1988): .,,
"Student Survives Fall From Northam Towers"
A male student fell about 40 feet from a Northam Towers' window ledge onto
the Long Walk. The student had been climbing up a diaining pipe when the pipe
bent away from its moorings and crashed to the ground with its unhappy cargo.
The student was admitted to Hartford Hospital in "critical condition," bu't rapidly
progressed to stable condition. .
:.••-.' Fifteen Years Ago This Week (September 19,1978)
"Men and Women-Cheerleading"
Cheerleaders are eligible for a varsity letter award. We are hoping for a squad
that will inspire our teams and generate enthusiasm amongst our spectators. If you
feel you would enjoy this experience, please come. No cheerleading experience is
necessary.
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The Spotlight Is On...
Reverend Nancy Charles Heads Orientation's Success
BY GAVIN ANDREWS
Features Writer
Being a freshman has never been
easy. One must enter a world completely
new to them and start a new life where
they have suddenly become the bottom
of the barrel. Not many students can look
back on Freshman Orientation and re-
member it as being very exciting. But for
a small percentage of this year's fresh-
Known as the Outreach Program, it was
one of several pre-orientation sessions.
With the help of Center City Churches to
place them in various shelters, Reverend
Charles, Dean Peters, four upperclass-
men, and eleven freshman spent three
nights in a vacant Hartford homeless
shelter, and worked four days in differ-
ent Hartford shelters. Students worked
at My Sister's Place, a women and
children's shelter, St. Elizabeth's, a soup
"The program gave the students a healthy interaction
with Hartford, and taught them they can fight against
what is going on,"
—Reverend Nancy Charles
man class, Trinity's chaplain, the Rever-
end Nancy Charles, was able to give
them an opportunity to make their first
days here at Trinity memorable.
Reverend Charles successfully
implemented a program "that puts the
incoming class together while working
on a common task," she explained.
kitchen and shelter, and theOpenHearth,
a men's shelter.
"This program had been carried in
my heart for many years," Reverend
Charles stated. But while a chaplain at
Yale, the circumstances were never quite
right to get the program off the ground.
But here at Trinity College, her project
was realized. By making it part of an
optional pre-orientation program. Rev-
erend Charles believed that it "put a*
great diversity of students together in a
city to learn about being in the city and
not be helpless— but be wise and not
afraid."
Freshman, Debra Guthrie, partici-
pated in the Outreach Program and was
placed in St. Elizabeth's house. "I had a
wonderful time," she said. "I worked
right away in the soup kitchen. It was
demanding, like a shock experience. It
makes you appreciate what you dohave."
Reverend Charles hoped that the stu-
dents would realize this. "What's going
on in Hartford is realistic," she said.
Working and also living in a homeless
•shelter without the amenities of home,
helps one realize what is really going on
outside the gates of Trinity College.
"Many live in isolation "from the
despair of city life," the Reverend said.
"Theprogramgavethesrudentsahealthy
interaction with Hartford, and taught
them they can fight against what is going
on." She further explained that "no
student at Trinity College should leave
without having taken advantage of our
urban location. By interning or volun-
teering, students can make a difference.
We're not in the middle of nowhere. The
KEU.Y COUUSReverend Nancy Charles.
urban setting is part of the education."
Showing students what they can
do to help Hartford will benefit Trinity
and the city. " When a city is not healthy,
no one else is," Reverend Charles ex-
Please turn to page 15
ALONG THE; LONG WALK
This Week's Fascinating Question Is...
What Are Three Things You Would Never Turn Down?
PHOTOS BY THE AMAZING, YET TAKEN FOR GRANTED K a t V COlUS
Holly Nelson'96 DeanRubino'94 Kelly Conte '97
"A mquest to answer an Along
"Columbo Frozen Yogurt with The long Walk, the volume on "Chocolate, beet and pizza/'
Rice Krispies, Psi-U bothers, * ted Zeppelin song, and a
and playing with my cat candlelight dinner wifit any
George who looks like Ki te / ' girl on campus except
professors and IDP students/7
JoeLaPIume'95
"Granola, free cigarettes, and a
bottle of Yueling Black and
Tan."
Michael Jones J96
"A itee meal, good advice, and
time to sleep/'
R.Thibault/94andLDane'94 Charlie Adams '95 CM Fuller '94
"A Job a t e graduation, a
marriage proposal, and
chocolate/'
"Quesadillas with guaeamole, "A. scholarship to Bbm school, a
free booze, and a night with compliment, and a date with
JKim Deal, the lead singer of the
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Results of Survey: Drinking
BY KELLY CANRIGHT
Features Editor
This week in Features, the Tripod
staff surveyed Trinity students with
questions pertaining to alcohol consump-
tion and views on the circumstances un-
der which most students do and do not
drink. The following questionnaire was
administered to 180 students, who re-
sponded in a myriad of ways.
1.) Sex: Male Female
2.) Year: '97 '96 '95 '94 IDP Other
3.) On Average, I consume alco
holic beverages
a. Every Night
b. 3-4 times a week
c. Strictly on weekends
d. Maybe on special occasions
e.. Never




5.) When I wake up the next morn
ing after a night of drinking, I real
ize that...
a. I had fun talking to people I
am normally too shy to say any
thing to.
b. My eyes are still red from
all the crying I did.
c. I'm in someone else's bed.
d. All in all, it was a fun night
out with my friends.
e. I said 9ome things I'm
really embarrassed about.
c. I feel pressured.
d. There's nothing better to
do at Trinity.
7.) When I drink, I have a better
time.
True False
8.) I have a friend at Trinity who I
think may have a serious alcohol
problem.
True , False
9.) I think I may have a serious
alcohol problem.
True False
Of the twenty-two male freshmen
surveyed, thirteen said that they drank
three to four times a week, seven drank
strictly on weekends, and one drank only
on special occasions. The last respon-
dent never drinks alcoholic beverages.
Twenty never drink alone and two drink
alone only sometimes.
When asked which response best
described their feelings on the situation
surrounding the morning after, four re-
sponded to answer a, two responded to
answer c, and seventeen responded to
answer d. When asked about the moti-
vation surrounding their drinking hab-
its, fourteen drink because they like the
taste, one drinks because of pressure,
two drink so they don't have to think
about their problems, and eight drink
because there is nothing better to do at
Trinity.
Twelve male freshmen had a bet-
ter time when they drink, while ten do
not. Five thought that they might have a
friend at Trinity with an alcohol prob-
6.) '
a. ft tastes /rood.
b. Everyone else does.
. it\niUfa4$rt*9rt<^^
bilify. Twenty-one found no reason to
believe that they had an alcohol prob-
lem, and one was admitted to being wor-
. ried about his habit with alcohol.
Comparatively, the females in the
class of 1997 answered differently. Of
the thirty-eight women surveyed, one
consumes alcohol every night, twenty
consume alcohol three to four times a
week, and twelve restrict their drinking
to weekends. Five drink on special occa-
sions, and three never drink at all. One
woman always drinks alone; seven drink
alone sometimes, but overwhelmingly,
thirty never drink alone.
When asked question five, eight
responded to a; none responded to b;
two responded to c; twenty-six re-
sponded to d, and four responded to e. In
response to question six, fourteen fresh-
men women said they drank because
they liked the taste of alcohol, two felt
pressured, and two felt there was noth-
ing better to do at Trinity. Twenty-three
have a better time when they drink,
whereas fourteen do not. Ten think they
may have a friend with an alcohol prob-
lem, as opposed to twenty-eight who do
not find it a concern. Two women felt
they had a serious alcohol problem com-
pared to the thirty-six who did not.
In the class of 1996, twenty-nine
students were surveyed— twenty-one
females and eight males. Sixty-seven
per cent of the females drink three to four
times a week, and twenty-eight per cent
drink only on weekend^. Five per cent
drink only on special occasions. For the
males, fifty per cent drink three to four
times a week, and twenty-five per cent
drink strictly on the weekends. Twelve
per cent drink only on special occasions,
and thirteen per cent don't consume al-
cohol at all.
Ninety percent of all female sopho-
mSe sophomores never drink alone. Ten
percent of femaJes and twenty-five per-
cent of males sometimes drink alone.
In response to question five, ten
women found it easier to talk to people
they, were normally too shy to say any-
thing to, and fourteen realized they had
a good night out with friends. One re-
spondent usually winds up in someone
else's bed, and the final respondent found
that she had said some things she was
really embarrassed about. Of the eight
males, sevenhad a fun night with friends,
and one found that he had said a few
things that he was embarrassed about.
When asked why they drink, four
of the males say that they drink because
it tastes good/and one says he drinks
because there is nothing better to do at
Trinity. Eightofthewomenrespondents
drink because it tastes good, and two
drink because everyone else does. Three
drink because they don't have to think
about their problems, and three drink
because there is nothing better to do at
Trinity.
Fifty-nine percent of the women
who responded to question seven felt
that they had a better time when they
drank, compared to the sixty-seven per-
cent of male respondents who felt the
same way. Forty-eight percent of the
female respondents felt a friend might
have an alcohol problem, whereas only
fifty-seven percent of the male respon-
dents felt a friend might have an addic-
tion to alcohol. None of the females felt
they had an alcohol problem, but four-
teen percent of the males felt they might.
In the class of 1995, forty-three in-
dividuals were surveyed, eighteen
women and twenty-five men. Twenty-
eight percent of the female respondents
and forty percent of male respondents
drink three to four times a week. Eight
"percent of the men drink every night,
and forty-eight percent drink strictly on
the weekends, along wilh sixty-one per-
please turn to page 15
How Often Do You Drink?
Class oi 1994
Special Occasions _ _ E v e i y Nlghl
Weekends
Class of 1995
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This Week's Top Eleven list
Top Eleven Rejected Freshman Seminars
From The Dean of Students' Office. Press 7-6 to Delete This Message.
11. So You Want To Be A MoyeL With Rabbi Ron Keiner
10. Winking, Pointing, Smiling; A Guide to Non-Verbal
Communication: with Tom Gerety;
9. Studies in Prison Architectuce: A Critical Look at
North Campus,
Hot Dog Man! Proletarian Food Vendo* or Pavlovian
Demagogue.
We're White, We're Straight, Lef S Close TJhe Gate.
From Lenin to Lennon: the Effect of Communist
Thinkers oh Beatles Music.
Self-Deiense Seminar; A Walking Tour of Broad
Street.
Why Can't Men Hold Hands? De-bunking the Myths
of Male Machismo.
Stop Oppressing Me—Whether You Know it Or Not
The Rise and Fall of The House of Buttafuocco.








Note-. One of These Was An Actual Seminar.
Trinity Alcohol Survey
continued from page 14
Orientation Deemed A Success
continued from page 13
plained.
This idea can be applied to the
events of the past few weeks. The Trinity
community, and all of Hartford, is af-
fected by the violence racking the city.
As a student of Trinity College, we can
offer our resources to help the city. Ei-
ther by volunteering in a shelter, tutor-
ing school children, or helping to make
people aware of their surroundings, the
. — * i * f i # i ^ ^ '•;;;
The students who participated in
, the Outreach Program realized the ne-
cessity of helping Hartford. Reverend
Charles was able to put together a pro-
gram that not only brought a small num-
ber of people together to learn about one
another, but she also successfully intro-
duced the new students to how they can
help to make Hartford and Trinity Col-
lege better places to live.
The freshman who participated in
the Outreach Program are saying that
their orientation was " an amazingly good
time1." Thanfe* to iNfancy"CftarlesV' tiiey
can look back a year from now and re-
member it as being a very exciting and
rewarding experience.
cent of the females. Twelve percent of
the females and four percent of the males
only drink on special occasions.
None of the female respondents
from the class of 1995 ever drink alone,
but twenty percent of the males will some-
times consume alcohol inprivacy. Eighty
percent of the males never drink alone.
When asked how they feel the
morning after a night of drinking, eigh-
teen percent of the females responded
with a, twelve percent responded to b
and c, forty-six percent responded to
answer d, and fourteen percent re-
sponded to answer e. Fourteen percent
of the men responded with answer a,
three percent with answer b, and five
percent with answer c. Fifty-seven re-
sponded with answer d, and twenty-two
percent responded with e.
Twenty-one percent of the female
respondents said they drank because it
tasted good, because everyone else does,
and because they don't have to think
about their problems. Thirty-seven per-
cent of the females drink because there is
nothing else to do at Trinity.
Fifty percent of the male respon-
dents said they drink because it tastes
good, four percent drink because every-
one else does, thirteen percent drink so
that they don't have to think about their
problems, and thirty-three percent drink
because there is nothing better to do at
Trinity.
Seventy-one percent of the females
have a better time when they drink in
contrast with only fifty-eight percent of
the males. Sixty-three percent of the
females are worried that a friend atTrin-
ity may have an alcohol, whereas only
fifty-four percent of the men share the
same concern.
In the class of 1994, forty-four stu-
" denS'lvIre surv1?fea.''F6rty-se'ven per-
cent of the females drink three to four
times a week; twenty-sevenpercentdrink
strictly on weekends, and twenty-seven
percent drink only on special occasions.
Seven percent of the males in the class of
1994 drink every night, and sixty-two
percent drink three to four times a week.
Twenty-eight percent drink only on spe-
cial occasions, and three percent don't
drink at all.
Twenty-seven percent of the
women drink alone sometimes, and sev-
enty-three percent never drink alone.
Nine percent of the men always drink
alone, twenty-two percent drink alone
occasionally, and sixty-seven percent
never drink alone.
In response to what happens after
a night of drinking, seven males re-
sponded with a, two responded with b,
four responded with c, twenty-three re-
sponded with d, and three responded
with e. One woman responded with a,
and thirteen responded with d.
For the men, twenty-nine percent
drink because it tastes good, six percent
drink because everyone else does, three
percent drink because they feel pressured;
eight percent drink because they don't
have to think about their problems, and
fifty-three percent drink because there is
nothing better to do at Trinity.
For the women, twenty-percent
drinkbecauseit tastes good, four percent
drink because everyone else does, eight
percent drink because they don't have to
think about their problems, and twenty
percent think there is nothing better to
do at Trinity.
Sixty-nine percent of the males
have abetter time when they drink, along
with ninety-three percent of the females.
Sixty-five percent of the men and eighty
percent of the women think that a friend
at Trinity might have a problem with
alcohol.
Thirteen percent of the women
• worry that they mighf have a problem
with alcohol. Seven percent of the men
think that there is a possibility that they












All movie and video game rentals
A FREE PRIZE with each rental*
Saturdays September 25S 1 9 9 3
between
11 Pit and Midnight O^ILY
"An Entertaining, Suspenseful,
Romantic Thriller."
t -Jack Garner,GANNETf NEWSPAPERS
• 1992 Warner Bros.
• 1993 Warner Home Video
* One per customer to the first 100 customers
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Women's Volleyball Shuts Down Competition in Home Opener
BY PETER RHOADS
Sports Writer
The Trinity Bantams' offense,
keyed by its in timida ting net women, led
the women's volleyball team to victory
this past week in a crushing 3-Q victory.
Rival Atbertus Magnus, whichhad
only one strong player amid a team of
average players, proved notgood enough
to overcome the Lady Bantams.
Suddenly, last year's middling
record of 10-9 seems a distant thought.
The future looks bright for this talented
squad.
"The team is really pulling to-
gether" Leslie Remington '94, one of the
team's co-captains said. Although its
eariyin the season, her assessrnentseems
accurate.
Second-year, coach Stanley
Ogrodnick has the Lady Bantams oper-
ating like clockwork. Even though the
team hasn't been playing together for
long, the Bantam attack has been sharp.
The new players have fit into the team's
offensive scheme well.
In the Albertus Magnus game,
Magnus' coaching was unable to sustain
a balanced attack.
Thefirsl game was the toughest for
the Bants, as their opponents challenged
them a bit, but the Bants won it fifteen to
eigh I. Although Aiberrus Magnus looked
as if it might surge in the third and final
game, Trinity crushed any chance of a
comeback by running off ten straight
points, leading to a fifteen to four deci-
sion.
Albertus Magnus proved to be a
scrappy team, but they were simply out
maneuvered by the well disciplined at-
tack of the Lady Bantams.
The freshman on the team were a
strong force in the first victory. Fresh-
man setting sensafion Maritza Ubides,
set the offensive attack all day, but she
was notalone, as a host of other teamates
played key roles.
Freshman Alissa Pavone filled the
middle line with her stellar play, and
Pamela Kim '96 was unbeatable at the
net.
In addition to the talented under-
classmen, dependable veterans like co-
captains middlehitter Leslie Remington,
and outside hitter Ya Jin Chang '94.
Chang felt, "The team played very ag-
gressively, getting to all the balls and
winning points."
The season has already turned po-
tential into talent. Although the team i§-
young, they are only going to get better.
With the team maturing as a unit, they
have fixed Iheir sights on archrival Wes-
leyan and feel as if their chances of beat-
ing the Cardinals are very good.
Soccer Strong Down the Stoetch
Continued from page 20
to come off his line and claim the ball
right between the two forwards.
At the same 3:30 mark at which they had
opened the first-half scoring, the Bears
did $o in the first period, of
/leave ih<* game elite to ijyiiriea, if «y>-
ed improbable that any reserves
I would be able to find a solution to the
I Bears defense and prevent an opening-
game loss. The lone remaining Bantam
forward Was Paulo Rodriguejs '94, '
I Rodtiguefc had proven his talent in his
I first two years on the team, but afternot'
1 playing last year: &n,d .then going down,
Iwtth a severely broken finger that *e~ ,
1 quired a Ml'forearm cast in the pre-
1 season, his ability in his present capac-
lity seemed highly questionable, ljut
I with, only two minutes and no other
I options remaining, coach Ed Mighten
ih
(he go.vposi oncf vowing to rest a foo
across t/io goaf line.
But unlike what had occurred in
regular time, Trinity needed only Iwo
minutes to tie lh<5 score again. A cross
coming off of a set piee'd reached'the
head of freshman Prank Taylor who re-
Rodriguex needed only thity sec-
: onds to respond. Pfliero took&throw-rn
I inside Coast Guard territory and rev
ceivedthebaUagainonata'p-backFrbm
thirty yard&,hesent thebalHrtto thebo'x,
wherea host of playera from both sides
were waiting.
White seemed tohe9itale,and then
made a move out toward the ball with-
out calling for it. the ball found the
head of a Bear defender, who was un-
able to clear and could only flick it to-
ward the far sideline, away from any
Bantams but also behind'White. Ih the
ensuing scramble, as Bantams and Bears
raced after the loose ball while other
Bears frantically tried to,set up some
sort of defense along the goal line,
Rodriguez emerged from the pack and,
from the most acute of angles, sent the
ball into the net, tying the game at 2-2 to
the delight of Trinity teairohates <ind
fans,
"I was in the right place at the
right time," Rodriguez said after the
game, "The goalie was on the ground,
there were two defenders in the goal, I
happened to be there, take the ball out
toward the side and then shoot it from
the goal line. It was a miracle that it
went in."
All present at this time knew that
anything less than a victory for Trinity
would be an unsatisfactory ending to
the drama of- this day, but Coast Guard
Was intent on pursuing other designs.
Just two minutes after Taylor's
goal, and only eight minutes into extra
time, Rodriguez once again, displayed
his outstanding finishing ability, R
' ceiving a< high cross from McEUigott
while standing near the far post,
Rodriguez was aWteto'settle the ball and
thenloftii over the advancing White for
his secondgoal and the first Trinity lead
of the day, 4^3.
In the second overtime stanza, the
Bears' displeasure at blowing several
leads, took on the form ol intensified
offensive presure. White managed to
find the punting foot that had eluded
him much of the day arid sent severa
deep balls into the Trinity end. Effectivi
defenseandsound goalkeepingby Louis
managed to hold Coast Guard at bay,
while the Bantams found their sim! e in
themidfield and launched several coun
terattacks, Rodriguez continued to im-
press with long runs and superior ball-
handling skills to move the action inti
Coast Guard's halt using up precious
time.
The Bears were able to create orv
filial Chance for themselves in the form
of a free kick from forty yards out with
only ten ticks left on the clock. Thei
. coach ordered all players but the kicke
into the BanKunbrw in a last ditch effor
to come away with a tie. The kick floated
into the center of the mass of ptayers a
. the 18-yard line, bounced around and
was finally cleared by captain Stan
Stokrz y94, clinching the victory.
"ti was a good game. Excit-
ing." Rodriguez said,
With one successful perfor-
mance now under their belts, the Batv
,, latn wi l l be.taktrig their entertaining ad
to Nichols College on Wednesday.
* 1
Trinity's Volleyball team takes on Albertus Magnus in Oosting
Gymnasium. The Bantams go on to win in three straight games.
Ben Kadlec
Saturday, September 25th
Everything is on SALE!
Starting at 9am everything is 10% off and the
percentage increases throughout the day up to
50% OFF on EVERYTHING!
PLUS
All 1993 bikes are 15 - 30% OFF all day long!
Don't miss this opportunity to SAVE BIG on
QUALITY BIKES
Even your couch potato friends will want to
ride these bikes!
AND
Well be open until midnight!
Suburban Cycle & Sports Center
22 Chamberlain Highway, Kensington, Next to Berlin & New Britain
828-5808 800-690-2453
Not to be cpmbned wflh any other offers Bikes & Fltaeit equpment sot ochjded »the progresrive lale
Cbrainng gear exAuiti from sale • • i . .'
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Women's Tennis Loses; Still Challenges Amherst
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer
The Amherst Lord Jeffs
traveled to Trinity to challenge
the Bantam Women's Varsity
tennis team last Saturday for
their first league match of the
season. The Bants were a bit
apprehensive going into the
match, having lost 9-0 to
Amherst last year. The Lord
Jeffs graduated their #4 and #6
players last year, but some pow-
erful freshmen have joined the
squad. Making matters more
unpleasant, the match had to be
moved indoors due to the in-
clement weather.
The match opened up
with the doubles competition.
This is one of the key areas that
Coach Wendy Bartlett has been
working on with her players,
thus she watched these first three
matches very closely.
Anita Shin '94 and Anne
Chic '96 started out their first
doubles match against two sea-
soned Amherst veterans. The
tandem of Kristen Scholhamer
'94 and Kerrie Okraska "96
played in the second slot vs. an
experienced senior Kristen
Coccaro, who plays #1 singles
for the Lord Jeffs, and a hard
hitting Freshman Ting Yu.
While those matches
were being played, the excite-
ment shifted to the third indoor
court where the Freshmen duo
of Katie Reif enheiser and Carrie
Birgbauer won their first set 6-
3 with aggressive play against
Amherst duo of Hillary Zelko
var»4 L$>a Acevedo.
Expectations for the other
matches grew as the freshmen
punctured a hole in the Jeffs'
aura of invincibility. Due to
Nljn Sslnl
Co-captain Anita Shin '94 challenges her opponent with quick
footwork and consistant play.
some overconfidence, the Ban-
tamduolostthefirstthree games
in the second set, but did not
give up; the two continued to
fight. With some nice net play
Reifenheiser and Birgbauer won.
the next two games, but their
opponents were planning a
comeback. The Amhersl women
steamrolled over the Trinity
women in the next three games
and they took the second set6-2.
The third and final set
began after a long pep-talk by
both coaches. Reifenheiser ad-
mitted to being slightly nervous
at the beginning of the set." We
started off kind of defensive, but
we held our serves. Then we got
more aggressive again and
started hitting out more with
confidence."
The finalsetscore for Katie
Reifenheiser and Carrie
Birgbauer was 6-4 as they pulled
through wi th the first match win
of the season.
The two are a well-
matched doubles pair. They
complement eachother on court
due to Birgbauer's booming
serve and Reiienheiser's consis-
tency and brilliant lobs. The
fans who ventured out in the
rain to watch this match were
delighted to see these Lady Bants
play so well together.
The singles play began
with the Bants down by a 1-2
score. But the team refused to
be intimidated.
#1 player and co-captain
Anita Shin, used consistentplay
and impressive footwork to take
her opponent Kristen Coccaro
into a third set. The match con-
sisted of long rallies with
Coccaro's powerful double
handed strokes and Shin's high
kicking top spin. Coccaro pulled
through with the victory, but it
was a well-played match by both
players.
The final score was 1-
8, but the score belies the fact
that the Bantams learned a great
deal from the match.
Coach Bartlett com-
mented on the first match of the
season," We learned a lot and I
was very pleased that our #3
doubles team did win in three
sets and Anita split sets with the
#1 player was also very good.
The match pointed out some
things that we need to work on
and some of our strengths; and
I am excited because the team
looked pretty good."
Although the score of the
match proves lhat Vhe women's
' (earn has a Jong way to go before
it will be a contender, its early
play leaves room for the hope of
the success later in the season.
The women's varsity
season continues on Wednes-
day the 22nd with an away
match vs. Connecticut College
at3:30p.m.. They beat this team
lastyearbyascoreof 7-2 and are
looking to knock the Camels off
again this year. Next Saturday,
the 25 th, the team travels to
Massachusetts to square off
against Wellesley.
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Cross-Country Wraps Up Well Despite Conditions
BY BRIAN SATTER
Sports Writer
The Trinity men's and
women's Cross country teams
opened their season at the Vassar
Invitational in Poughkipsie, NY
this past Saturday.
For many, the meet was
the first of their college careers;
that, coupled with dreary
weather conditions made for an
interesting season opener for the
Bantams. The overcast skies and
the light drizzle, however, could
not stop the leading runners for
both teams, Alexis Colby '95 and
Steve Harding '94.
In the women's race,
Colby was the victim of a torrid
start by her opponents. She was
able to settle into a groove and
maintain a steady pace, how-
ever, and finished the 3.1 mile
course in 18:51, good enough
for third place in a field of over
80 runners.
This is the third year in a
rowthatColbyhasfinished third
at Vassar. "I looked and felt
mean today," said the junior
captain after her performance.
She also led an impressive team
performance by the Bants, who
came in third, just behind Col-
lege of St. Rose and Vassar.
The race also marked the
impressive debut of freshman
Jill Romano. Despite the less
than ideal conditions, Romano
was able to crack the top 10 in
her first race, finishing ninth at
20:18.
Merridith Minerd '95,
started strong, and ended up
with her best performance of
the season, finishing 12th over-
all at an extremely quick 20:42.
Two more first time runners,
Amy Marcotte '96, and Ashley
Hammart '97, rounded out the
day finishing 27th and 34th re-
spectively.
The men's team overcame
a very treacherous van ride to
Poughkeepsie, and were able to
repeat their performance from
last year, finishing third as a
squad. NYU and College of St.
Rose finished ahead of Trinity.
Senior captain Steve
Harding was able to shake off
any ill effects of the ride up, and
turned in the best performance
of his career. Harding set per-
sonal records by running the five
mile race in 26:48, and finishing
second in a field of over 100
runners.
' "It feels great to get the
season off to a start with a [per-
sonal record,]" Harding said.
"The team showed a lot of prom-
ise, and I think our youth will
only help us get belter as the
season progresses."
In the shadow of
Harding's spotlight (but just
barely) was the incredible per-
formance of the freshmen, Rob
Johnson finished an unheard of
seventh, with a time of 27:36,
while fellow classmate Chuck
Baker came in 13th at 27:56.
Junior Chris "Buzzsaw"
Bride, in his first race after a one
year hiatus from the sport, im-
proved by two minutes from his
time two years ago, and finished
inl6thplaceat28:25. Twomore
freshmen followed "The Saw."
John O'Hara came in 20th at
28:38 with Paul Lordan breath-
ing down his neck at 28:40.
Veterans Etiene Shanon
'96 and Jim "Drifter"
Woodworth '96 came in 25th
and 37th, respectively, with
times of 28:56 and 30:26.
Junior Bryan Satter fin-
ished in 50th place at 32:39,
prompting Coach George Suitor
to say, "We could have been
back at school an hour ago, but
we had to wait for Bryan to fin-
ish."
But the coach spoke too
soon, Vass Eliopoulos '96 fin-
ished nine seconds behind Satter
in a dramatic improvement from
last year.
Trinity was anchored by
freshmen Nate Will, 36:44, and
GregEngstrom, 36:48, and Mike
Jones '96, 38:20, who came in
66th, 67th, and 68th respectively.
Coach.Suitor was proud
of both teams after the race. "I
thought that this was a tremen-
dous meet for all of our run-
ners," he said, "The freshmen
proved that they can compete at
the varsity level, and all our re-
turners improvedfromlastyear.
Everyone ran well, and I'm
pleased."
The Bantams next meet
willbe nextFriday against Divi-
sion I powerhouses, such as Yale
andUCONN.
The All Connecticut
Championship takes place at
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Senior Profile:
An All Am & True Team
BY AL CARBONE
Sports Writer
Women's field hockey and lacrosse
coachRobinSheppard made it extremely
clear, "It's rare for an college athlete to be
a captain for two years, and even more
rare to be a two-year captain in two
sports."
Well,insenior Braxton Jones' case,
it's an absolute reality as she has been a
co-captain for two years for both the
women's field hockey and lacrosse teams.
Jones, a senior from Coatesville, Penn-
sylvania, plays midfield for the defend-
ing ECAC Champion field hockey team
and is a versatile midfielder for the
women's lacrosse team in the spring.
Jones is indeed a true team player
and an exceptional athlete who has been
a part of two very successful athletic
teams. Coach Sheppard attests, "Braxton
is a winner. She is a versatile player who
has stepped up to the occasion numer-
ous times."
One occasion occurred in the 1992
season opener against Elms College. Trin-
ity had lost to Elms 4-1 the previous year,
but Braxton scored two goals to help
avenge the 1991 loss with a 6-0 win. This
victory paved the way for a successful
season and another opportunity "to step
up to the occasion."
In the 1992 ECAC Field Hockey
Championship game versus Williams,
Jones's goal in the first half helped the
team "control the tempo" as the Ban-
tams, who had lost to Williams in the
regular season, defeated the Ephwomen
2.-0 to «gptute thcECAq teophy.
*MS cnampTOnsriip Was tt\fe Hist
for the Banlams as they had been de-
feated in the finals by Williams for two
years in a row. At the conclusion of the
team's 16-1 championship season, Jones
was awarded Regional All-American for
her inspired play. Coach Sheppard said,
"Braxton's ability to keep the team to-
gether proved to be vital to the team's
success in 1992."
Athletics have been a major part of
Braxton Jones' life. As a yotmgster in
Pennsylvania, she started out playing
little league soccer and ice hockey in a
boy's league.
claimed, "has been one of the best women
athletes ever here at Trinity due to great
abilities, able leadership, and construc-
tive contributions to the teams."
Jones has also garnered a basketful
of athletic honors here at Trinity in addi-
tion to her field hockey awards. While
only playing squash her first two years,
she earned Second Team All-American
honors playing number three singles for
tile photo
Braxton Jones rises to the occasion in the 1992 ECAC finals against Williams.
She began participating in field
hockey, lacrosse, and squash as a fifth
grader at Tower Hill School in Delaware.
She continued her athletic career at
Middlesex, a prep school in Massachu-
setts.
Trinity was close to home, received
great reviews by her friends who had
gore hj33^nd gave tier theopportunity
to play tniee sports, lories applied. eaTly
decision and wns accepted.
Little did Jones know that she was
about to embark on an incredible athfetic
career. This senior athlete, Sheppard
a team ranked fourth in the nation.
On the lacrosse field, Jones' versa-
tility enabled her to be named the Brine/
IWLC A Second All-Star Team as a sopho-
more.
Last spring, as a jynior co-captain,
Jones helped lead the team to a 1 l-O start
and a # 3 ranking nationally. Though
upset in the semi-finals of the ECAC's by
WUliams, the.Bantams finished with an
outstanding 13-2 record. For her efforts,
Jones was honored as a Northern A Re-
gional Ali-American.
Despite all of the accolades, Jones
has down played her individual success.
"I'm just fortunate to be here with some
really fantastic athletes and coaches."
She added, "The success of all of these
teams results from great comarderie and
the confidence instilled in us by our coach-
ing staffs." To Jones, the individual hon-
ors she has received don't even compare
to the rewards of the team concept.
As the 1993 field hockey season
commences, Jones has very high goals
for this year's team. A year after an ECAC
Championship, Jones confidently be-
lieves, "WeCAN and WILL winitagain!"
She adds that, "We have a nice mix of
veterans (led by All-American Lindsey
Davison V94 and fellow co-captain Marcia
Gray "94) and newcomers on this team."
Though Jones characterizes her-
self as shy off the field, on the field,
however, she says she is "more aggres-
sive and more confident of herself and of
all of her teammates around her" which
will only lead to another successful sea-
son for the Trinity field hockey team.
Braxton Jones also exemplifies
what a student-athlete is and must be. A
Pyschology major, Jones firmly contends
that her participation in athletics has
made her more organized, and thus, a
better student.
Jones has only good things to say
about her Trinity experience. "Trinity is
a great place to learn and to play. The
relationships between all of the athletes
is great and I have had a lot fun. The
memories of the great games and the
friendships I've made will last forever."
She will certainly be remembered for her
welcoming attitude towards her team.
As Coach Sneppard ably con-
c/ucie<-/, "Thank God Bnixton plays fen-
Trinity, because I would hate to play
against her. She's a winner and will find
a way to win in whatever she does."
High Spirits Liquors
Wines and Liquors • 237 White Street • 525-2221
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Tomothy Yates, Stanley Stolarz,
Pilero, Armin Asfar-Keshmiri
Women's Soccer Roster
Co-Captains: Braxton Jones, Marcia Gray
Head Coach: Robin Sheppard (20th year)
Assistant Coach: Tanya Meek
Head Coach: Ed Mighten (4th year)







































































Co-Captains: Kristen Diesel, Janet York
Head Coach: Maureen Pine (7th Year)
Assistant Coaches: LeaMacaro,ChetMcPhee§
1992Record: 6 - 6 - 2
TRINITY 4. ELMS 0
Elms (0-4) 0 0 - 0
. 3 1 ••••- 4
Goals: T—Lindsey Davison, Mali Barkman,
Lexi Holberton, Jory Waldman; Saves: E—
Kathleen Dow 30; T-Alisha Wayman 1,
Trinity Football
The.Bantam Football team played Colby this
weekend in Massachusetts. The scrimmage lasted a
little under three quarters with the Bants coming-out
on top 35-13. Joe Holstead '94 rushed for 68 yards on
6 carries and scored two touchdowns. Fullback Dave
Allard '95 also ran for two touchdowns. Junior Sean
Kirby rushed for 43 yards on 7 carries. Quarterback
Steve Mikulski '95 was 14 for 24 with 159 yards
Thanks to Kevin Kavanagh, Sports informa-
tion Director arid Al Carhone Jr, '95 for providing the
Statistics
TRINITY 8, MANHATTANVILLE 0
Manhattanvffle (0-1) 0 0 - 0
Trinity 11-0) , - 5 .3 . - . 8 ,
Gqals: T—jenny Rodgers (2), Alyson Guild (
2), Vanessa Passarelli, Maureen Concanon,
Heather Shaw, Lea Wedge; Saves: M—Trish
Hart 25; T~Sue Lally 2.
Intramural Schedule:
Due to safety concerns, and until further
I notice, the intramural fields near the athletic center

































































































































Entries due Friday, Oct. 8. Entry forms are I
available in the athletic office. Late entries will not |
be accepted.
Intramural Fun Run:
Deadline for this 2.5 mile campus run is Fri-1
day, Oct. 8. Entry forms are available in the athletic |
office or call ext. 2069.
SIGNUPSOON!!
PLAY OF THE WEEK:
This weeks play of the week occured late in I
the second half of the Men's Soccer game against
Coast Guard. Coast Guard's excellent passing fol-
lowed with a through ball that left the Bears with a
two-on-one sccoring opportunity inside the Ban-
tam box. A near-perfect pass into the middle found
Coast Guard tri-captain Kenneth Kendra in stride,
and a goal seemed iminent. But Kendra's shot,
intended for the upper right corner of the net,
instead produced a remarkable divingsave by Louis,
whose outstretched left arm caught just enough of
the ball to deflect it outside the post and preserve [
the one-goal difference.
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
This week's athlete of the week goes to Paulo I
Rodriquez '94 on the men's soccer team. Paulo
came into the game for an injured Tim Yates '94
with2:301eftinregulation. He promptly tallied the
game tying goal making the score 2-2 and sending
the game into overtime. His second goal, scored in
the first overtime period, gave Trinity a 4-3 lead and
ultimate victory. Congratulations to Paulo for his |
outstanding performance.
TRIPO
Cardiac Comeback in Season Opener...
Bants Rally to Down Coast Guard in Overtime Thriller
BY MICHAEL ANEIRO
Sports Writer
The gray skies and persis-
tent drizzle of a chilly Septem-
ber morning couldn't dim the
spectacle of the first Trinity soc-
cer game this fall. Eager to im-
press, perhaps trying to win back
the allegiance of fellow Bantams
whom it had alienated with its
appropriately rooster-like sun-
rise wake-up calls just weeks
ago, the team played the role of
the polite, stylish host.
Well-dressed team mem-
bers hand-delivered dry game
programs to the fans who braved
the weather. The team brought
out brand-new uniforms for the
occasion; a bit oversized in fit;
somewhat assymetrical in de-
sign, and peculiarly blue, white,
and — red. And just for good
measure for any one who was
still not impressed the Bantams
threw in a 4-3 overtime victory
over the United States Coast
Guard Academy Bears, com-
plete with comebacks, last-
minute dramatics, and unex-
. pected heroes.
The game begariinauspi-
cioiisly enough for Trinity, as
Coasi Guard opened the scor-
ing less than four minutes into
ihe match.. On an indirect itee
kick close to the Bantam end
line, the Bears lofted the ball
into-the six-yard box. Trinity
goalkeeper P.J. Louis '96 called
Trinity's Brian Ting '96 challenges Coast Guard's Aaron Lubrano
of the ball, during Saturday's game.
for the ball, but the wet weather senior captains, attempted to
conditions came into play as it
slipped through his hands and
onto the waiting foot of another
Coast Guard player for a 1-0
lead.
Coast Guard's size advan-
tage and tight defense combined
to create a stalemate for much of
the first half. In a pattern that
was to comtinys throughput the
day, long punts by Louis were
easily won by the Coast Guard
backs and returned to the
midfield area.
At the midway point of
the half, Trinity showed itsiirst
sign of offense when Chris
Piliero, one of the team's four
curve a shot around Bears' goal-
keeper Matthew White from
twenty yards out, missing just
wide of the goalpost. A minute
later, Bantam forward Greg
Car tin '96 sent a low cross into
the box, hoping to find either
Matt Warner '95 or captain Tim
Yates '94, both of whom were
rurourtg toward the far post. The
crttss eluded White, but three
Bears defenders converged on
the goal line and were able to
clear the ball.
As the offensive spurt
seemed to subside, a defensive
lapse resulted in a penalty kick
for Coast Guard at the 36-minute
for possession
mark. A perfectly struck ball,
placed just inside the post and
just out of Louis'reach increased
the Bears' lead to 2-0.
Faced with the unpleas-
ant prospect of taking a two-
goal deficit into halftime, Trin-
ity utilised the waning minutes
of the half to restart its offense-*
With one minute left, the re-
boundfrom ari indirect free kick
bounced outto the top of the 18-
yard box, where it was met by a
left-footed volley from freshman
Chris Lui that found the net and,,.
put Trinity on the short end of a
2-1 halftime score.
The early part of the sec-
ond half was played out prima-
rily in the midfield, with few
true scoring chances for either
side. One of the handful that
did occur developed as some
good passes were followed by a
through ball that left the Bears
with a two-on-one sccoring op-
portunity inside the Bantam box.
A near-perfect pass into the
middle found Coast Guard tri-
captain Kenneth Kendra in
stride, and a goal seemed
iminent. But Kendra's shot, in-
tended for the upper right cor-
ner of the net, instead produced
a remarkable diving save by
Louis, whose outstretched left
arm caught just enough of the
ball to deflect it outside the post
and preserve the one-goal dif-
ference.
Throughout the half, the
Bantams continued to be
plagued by their inability to win
balls in the air, particularly com-
ing off of punts and goal kicks.
But the Bears could not translate
their mastery of the midfield into
offensive pressure, as Trinity's
tight-marking defense was able
Wards..
The Bantams may have
thought they were tin to one
with five minutes to go. Piliero
dribbled around two defenders
g
middle in search of the head of
either Yates or Sean McElligott
'96, but the 6'2" White was able
Please turn to page 16
Bantam Women Off to .500 Start Field Hockey Hot Again
BY BRIAN GENDRON
Sports Writer
The women's soccer team
opened up their'93 season this
week with games against
Manhattanville and Arnherst.
Trinity finished with a 1-1
record.
On Thursday, the Bants
. played their, season opener
againstManhattanville. Despite
rain and bad field conditions,
the Bants exploded for an 8-0
victory. It was a tremendous
tearft effort with six different
Bants scoring goals. Freshman
forward Alysori Guild and
sophomore Jenny Rodgers led
the team with two goals each.
Juniors Heather Shaw and Lea
Wedge and freshman Vanessa
Passarelli, each contributed a
goal, as the Bantams launched
25 shots on net.
Trinity's defense looked
strong with senior co-captain
Kristen Diesel anchoring the
team. Benagh Richardson '95,
Sarah Menoyo '95, Sue Church
'97 and Joy Sumberg '97 held
Manhattanville to only two shots
on goal.
The rookie forwards
looked strong, and should
greatly improve this years team.
"The freshmen have added
depth to our team," said Diesel.
Though Manhattaniville
is not one of the stronger teams
on the Bantams schedule, the
game proved that the Bants
Ben Kadlec
Janet York (8) watches as a teammate jockeys for position.
"They were a real sixong team,"
exclaimed Diesel, Trinity's of-
fense never got on track, as
Amherst dominated the offen-
sive zone.
The team will try to come




On Saturday the Bants
traveled to Amherst, Trinity
played hard throughout the
game but, Amherst was able to
capitalize on a few Bantam mis-




hockey team is 2-0 after games
this past week against Elms
College and Manhattenville. •
Last Thursday the Bants
took on Elms College, in what
many considered a tune-up
iriatch. Two years ago, Trinity
Iost5-0to Elms, and have since
takenthis game very seriously.
The team played an. excellent
game despite the drizzly arid,
cold weather, 1 'rinity jumped
out to a fast start, and stayed
on top, as they went on to a 4-
0 victory.
During the first half the
Bantams kept pressure on the
Elms' goaltender and domi-
nated the game keeping the
bait in the Bantams'offensive
zone. The second half of the
game was more of a midfield
battle, but the Bants still had
control of the game. Trinity's
persistence in the offensive
zone throughout the game en-
titled them to a number of pen-
alty cornets in which they
lookedstrong. Controllingthe
midf iekl were players Braxton
Jones '94, Mali Barkrnan '96,
Uxi IMberton'96, and Libby
Seibert '96, ' Senior Lindgey
Davison scored the first goal,
Trinity's second goal, coming
minutes.laler, was scored off a
penalty stroke. Unlike Ice
Hockey, Pielci Hockey penalty
stroke rules state tha t the player
must take a shot on net while
the ball lies stationary. Both-
teamsstood behind the 25 yard*
line while Barkman went
against the goa lie one-on-none,
Even with the distrac-
tion, the team remained fo-
cused during the second half-
of play. In the second half;
Holberton caught a ball off the,
goal ie's pads and stuffed itint6
the net for the third goal,
Davison was a powerhouse oil
offense during this game along,
with Monica Iacono '95, Betri
Fenwick '95, and Jory
. Waldmrm'%. Waldmancame
into tlie gameoff Ihchcnehand
played superbly. She netted'
the fourth and final goal. Jones
took a shot on net, and as th$
ball rebounded of the pads of
thegoalie,Waldman tallied the
goal off the rebound. Co-cap-
tain Marcia Gray '94 was. very
sharp in the defensive xone.
Kale Carty '95, Vivian Choog
'95, and Heather Morgan '96
were also responsible for dear-
ing the balls from the Bant's
defensive end and keeping the-
ball on offense. Goalie Alistia
Waymaiv'95 had an easy day,
as the defense' held Elms to
only one shot on net.
Following the women's
varsity field hockey game was-
the women's JV game against
Becker Jr. College, As usual,
Becker's team played exceed*
Please turn to page 17
